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Elkins reports
temporary
rail crossing
repairs made
My TOM BOOM
Staff Writer
Temporary repairs on the
Kentucky West Tennessee
Railroad crossing on Ky. 121
South have been completed
with another upgrade reportedly
scheduled for spring 2011..
A KWT work crew shut down
the highway crossing for several hours Wednesday in an effort
to smooth traffic transition
across the tracks at the request
of Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins and the Calloway
County Fiscal Court. Elkins
said the company has agreed to
continue repairs at a later date.
"They have
made
some
I mprovements," Elkins
said..
Elkins and
county magistrates pursued
the company
for
several
MMus
months previously to have
the repairs completed, but
reportedly could not contact
company local operations manager Karla Gurton at KWT's
Paris. Tenn. office. Elkin' had
directed County Attorney David
Harrington to subpoena company officials before a Calloway
County
grand jury
in
November,
but
officials
responded with a pledge to
make temporary repairs inunediately.
During the day Wednesday,
the crew appears to have leveled
steel plates installed at the
crossing that have smoothed the
section. The Murray Ledger
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Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 50.
Friday Might: A 20 percent
chance of rain after midnight.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 36.
Saturday: Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of rain
before noon. A high near 48.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 31
Sunday: Partly sunny, with a
high near 41.
Sunday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 24.
Monday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 39.
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22 shopping
days 'til Christmas
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Festive
activities
kickoff.
season
Special to tbe Ledger
owntown Murray will be
covered with holiday
cheer during tonight's
annual Main Street Merriment
Christmas celebration.
Deana Wright, Murray Main
Street director, has spent the last
several months preparing for
the annual event. -The intent of
the celebration is to begin the
holiday season with a fun and
relaxing time, while allowing
residents the chance to visit the
many stores and restaurants that
downtown Murray has to offer,"
she said.
At 5:15 p.m. carols will ring
out, as Jackson and Carter
Kimbro, children of Justin and
Angie Kimbro, light the community Christmas Tree."We are

D

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & -nines
Sue Mama left, and Opal Prince load an assortment of poinsettias into Williams' vehicle Thursday afternoon in preparation for a delivery to the New Concord Club. Williams, Prince and other Calloway County Homemakers were distributing more than 1,000 of the flowers as part of their annual fundraiser.

•See Page 2A

Live Nativity Scenes
to open at Expo Center
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The United Methodist Churches of Calloway County will
take a big step back in time Friday and Saturday with its annual Live Nativity Scenes presentation.
This will be the fourth year the event has been held inside
the William "Bill" Cherry Agricultural.Exposition Center on
College Farm Road. Tim Palmer, chairman of UMCCC, said
it was previously held outside at Coles Campground United
Methodist Church, but the weather was often uneasy to contend with, and they also wanted to move it into town to make
it more accessible to the general public. Nativity scenes were
not presented for a couple of years, but after meeting with
Tony Brannon, the dean of the Murray State University
School of Agriculture, the Expo Center has accommodated
the event ever since, Palmer said.
All the Methodist churches in the county, a total of 17, help
put on the event, which contains eight separate scenes telling
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at downtown sites l
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
MOOT FOR SAKTA: Vicki Anderson, left, and Eleanor Winsor hold packages of socks
that were dOnated for the "Socks for Santa" program on Wednesday at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce. Residents were able to support the local
school systems with the Santa Project and Tiger Christmas by donating children's socks
to give children warm feet this winter, it was reported.

II See Page 2A

Numerous Christmas parades
planned throughout region
Club,
the
By KYSER Loma
theme of the
Staff Writer
is
ities across the region parade
are planning annual "Sharing the
of
Chrisunas parades as Joy
the holiday season approach- Christmas."
Floats will
es. Below is a sampling of
parades to be held in our be judged in
di v ithree
region.
sions
:
comMurraySanta
Saturday, Dec. 4. at 10 a.m. mercial,
The 39th annual parade will church/religious and club/civic organizarun down Main Street from
tion. Earlier in the day, a ham
Tenth Street to the Courthouse
breakfast will be hosted at
Square. Hosted by the Rotary

C

Pagliai's on Chestnut Street
from 6-9:30 a.m.
Bleo1Saturday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m.
The parade will begin at the
intersection of 6th and Main
streets and will run down
Main to 13th Street. The
parade will feature the
Marshall County High School
band and an appearance by
Santa Claus on a fire truck,
among other floats.

II See Page 2A
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KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Tunes
Joe Cauthen and Rev. Patty King sort through scripts
Thursday night during a rehearsal for Live Nativity
Scenes, presented by the United Methodist Churches of
Calloway County. The event opens tonight at 6 p.m. at
the William "Bill" Cherry Expo Center and features a
walk-through of the life of Jesus starting with an angel
appearing to Mary.

2A • Friday. December 3, 2010
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II Main Street...
From Front

Kentucky

All of the festivities are free
for families to participate.
Wright added. Food and art
from the Murray Art Guild will
be available for purchase.
Hours for the event are from
5-8 p.m. For more information
about Main Street Merriment
and Dickens' Alley call (270)
759-9474 or like "Downtown
Murray
Kentucky"
on
Facebook.

delighted that our sons will be
representing the entire community at the tree lighting ceremony," commented the parents.
"The excitement in their eyes
and joy in their expressions,
when told they get to be the official 2010 tree lighters encompasses the true meaning and
spirit of Christmas."
Children can also visit with
Mainlitntettelarrknont
Santa Claus on the court square
ILDIckenaLADay
and discuss whether they have
rditiashile_stLEvsoss
been good or bad this year.
5:15 p.m.: Lighting of the
Wright said. Santa will be
Tree
downtown from 4-7:30 p.m.
Official Tree Lighters:
The annual Dickens Alley
festivities will open shortly after Carter & Jackson Kimbro
5:30 p.m.: Dickens Alley
the tree lighting. There will also
Robert 0 Miller
be vendors and entertainers in
the Robert0 Miller Conference Conference Center
Vendors
Center on Fourth Street.
Hot
Chocolate, Goodies
Playhouse in the Part will perKelso's Mule Carriage
fonn twice and the Murray State
University "Tuba Euphonium Rides
Playhouse In the Park perEnsemble" will also perform.
There will be singers, pony formance at 5:30 p.m.
rides and a carriage ride to carry
MSU Tuba Euphonium
visitors around the cowl square Ensemble at 5:45 p.m.
to view the downtown decoraPlayhouse In The Park
tions. Storytelling and cookie performance at 6:45 p.m.
decorating will also take place,
Maple Street Alley
it was reported.
(Dickens' Ailey)
Downtown businesses have
Marley's Pub-BBO sanddecorated their windows for wiches
stores to give shoppers a welPony Rides
come and festive atmosphere.
Gingerbread Cookie deco- '
'The winners of the downtown rating (The Net)
window decorating contest will
5th & Main Coffee Bar
also be announced Friday
Storytelling
evening.
Face painting

News in Brief
Repairman dies in elevator shaft

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — An elevator repairman has died after
being pinned in an elevator shaft at a Louisville hospital.
William L. Motley of Louisville became trapped Wednesday
while fixing an elevator at Sts. Mary & Elizabeth Hospital.
Jefferson County Deputy Coroner Jim Wesley say! the 69-yea
rold worker died of multiple blunt force injuries and asphyxia.
Wesley says Motley was pinned against the inside shaft ladder.
Motley was pronounced dead at the scene around 8 p.m. EST.
Wesley says police and OSHA are investigating the inciden
t.
Lodger & Times file photo I

Pictured above is some of the musical entertainment at last
year's Main Street Merriment in downtown Murray. Tonight's
activities promise to be equally entertaining, it was reported.

Lakin rAn Strict cadmic bra Ms
On Thursday, Dec. 2, the 28-20. In the second round.
Calloway County High School Calloway took on Murray in a
Academic Team competed in nail-biter to defeat the Tigers
the West Kentucky Academic 29-28 in sudden death overtime
Bowl District Tournament at to win the district title.
Marshall County High School.
The Lakers will travel to the
The Lakers defeated Marshall WKAB Regional Tournament
County in the first round of play in January.

IRIS aiding probe of student's death

•Parades...

Termed*

conto Is Coining
Dowirrtown!

•Elkins, repairs...

2010

M

CARRIACE RIDES

VISIT DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
for special discounts and giveaways!

MURRAY
MII.

Saar
CRYE*LEIKE
REALTY SERVICES
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On Nov.1(
School Quit:

VERSAILLES, Ky.(AP)-- Two children have been killed
in a
house fire in the Bluegrass region.
The blaze was reported shortly before midnight Thursd
ay in
Woolford County, reported WLEX-TV in Lexington.
County Coroner Steve Ward confirmed the deaths and
said there
would be autopsies performed in Frankfort.
A neighbor told the TV station two other children
got out of the
burning home and ran to the neighbor's house to get
help.
Ward declined to release the names of the victims, but
said the
family that lives in the house lost a daughter in a traffic
crash carher this year.

•Nativity scenes...

VENIX)RS, MUSIc, OTHER ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN & MUCH MORE!

Callc

2 dadren dead in Woodford house fire

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— The FBI is aiding the
investigation
into the death of a college student in Louisville.
WHAS-TV reports the federal agency is examining
the computers of Sullivan University student Andrew Compt
on and the man
charged with murder in his death.
Greg O'Bryan is also charged with abuse of a corpse
given gifts of illustrated chilFrom Front
. He told
dren's books telling the police Compton died as they were having sex and he put the 18the story of Christ's birth. The Christ
mas story so they can hold year-old culinary student's body in a trash bin. An extensive
animals - including sheep, onto
it and be reminded year- I search of.a southern Indiana landfill failed to find evidence.
camels, goats and donkeys - are
round. There will be refresh- , Compton was from Cannel, Ind.
Compton met 0'Bryan online and was last seen alive
rented from a ranch in Missouri meats
Oct. 28 on
served in one of the meetcampus.
each year. Palmer said children ing
rooms near the entrance so
The commonwealth is pushing for the death penalty
love going to the event and
if the 40that families can relax and talk
year-old O'Bryan is convicted.
adults are always impressed by about
what they just saw. She
the work that goes into it.
said wheelchairs would also be
Fenner Gemstone minister faces 296 charges
"Our main purpose in this is to provided
for anyone who doesGEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) A former minister in
remind people what the true n't feel
Georgetown
that they can walk the is charged
with nearly 300 counts of sex with a young boy.
meaning of Christmas is," entire way
through.
A police official told the Georgetown News-Graph
ic that 58the Civic Center. This is the 51st Palmer said."That it's not about
From Front
Wimberly said the event has year-old Currie
Pat Clark Jr. turned himself in to police
Christ
mas
trees
and Santa Claus averaged about 1,200
year of the parade and organizVisitors Wednesday evening.
Cad
ers claim it is the longest contin- and presents, it's about Jesus each year it has been held in the
Georgetown Police Lt. Robert Swarnigan says Currie
Saturday, Dec. 4, at 6 p.m.
Quist. It doesn't matter what Expo Center
is charged
uous-running parade in western
and draws people with 296 counts of second-degre
e sodomy. The allegations involve
The parade will begin neat
denomi
nation
you
are.
This
from not only Calloway County, one boy, who was 12 years
Kentucky.
old when abuse is alleged to have
depicts the miraculous birth of but other 'parts
Trigg County High School and
Paducahof Kentucky. begun. Investigators say the abuse occurr
ed from 2006 to 2008.
Jesus
run down Main Street to Cadiz
Christ
and shows the deity Tennessee and Missouri.
Saturday, Dec. 4, at 5 p.m.
Clark is a former minister at First Presbyterian
Chuch in
of Jesus Christ in that."
City Park. Floats will be lit up
The event will be 6-9 p.m. Georgetown.
The parade will begin at the
Palmer said it is always amaz- tonight(Friday)
during the parade and a lighting intersection of
and Saturday at
He was held in the Scott County Jail on Thursday in lieu
17th and
of
ing to see 17 churches collabo- the Expo Center.
ceremony will be held in the Broadway streets and
$20,(X
Admiss
X)cash bond and is scheduled to return to court Dec. 9.
ion
is
continue rate
on an event of this scale. He free, but the church
park for Christmas in the Park down Broadway
es will
to 2nd Street. said
it takes a lot of effort on accept donations for
immediately following the The parade will feature
the Bear Ouly merit raises are to 11 As Dept. employees
floats, everyone's
part to make it suc- Project, which provides stuffed
parade. This year's theme is bands and a grand arrival
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)— Most state workers are feeling
of cessful.
the
pinch
"Cadiz Christmas Dreams."
bears
this year of no cost-of-living raise and having to take
for
young
childre
who
n
Santa Claus.
off
six
"Our scene alone takes 34 arrive at Murray-Calloway unpaid days. But in the Depart
Calvert Cityment of Agriculture, 11 workers
Paris, T1981111.people," said Carol Wimberly, County Hospital's emergency have been rewarded with merit-based pay increases.
Saturday, Dec. 4, at 11 a.m.
Friday, Dec. 10, at 6 p.m.
who was setting up on Thursday room. The Facebook page for. The Lexington Herald-Leader reports the raises amoun
The parade will been by the
t to
The parade is sponsored by aftern
oon.
UMCCC contains many photos $3,605 a month, or $25,235 for the seven months left in the fiscal
railroad tracks on KY 95 and the Jaycee's and will run in the
Wimberly said that as children from past Live Nativity Scenes year.
turn to come up 5th Avenue past downtown area.
Agriculture Commissioner Richie Farmer justified the raises,
leave the event, they will be sind more information.
saying they were given to employees doing more than one job
because of department staff cutbacks.
%amp.
The newspaper, which obtained the documents through the
state's Open Records Act, reports that no other state agency has
NOTICE
• Murray Independent given merit raises since the fiscal year began July 1.
Jan Williamson of the Kentucky Association of State Employ
Schools board of education
ees
says she doesn't begrudge the workers who received raises but
is scheduled to meet in spethat most other state employees are working just as hard.
cial session at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Dec. 7 in the gymnasium at Murray Middle
School. On the agenda for
Come visit Santa in his house
the meeting is consideration
on thefollowing dates:
While observing driver behavFrom Front
of board meeting schedules
ior
at the crossing Thursday
from January to June 2011, a &Times sought comment from
Friday, Dec. 3rd • 4 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
aftern
oon, a Murray Ledger &
special student presentation Gurton concerning the compa
- Times reporte
Saturday, Dec. 4th • 11 a.m.-130 p.m.
r observed some
"Don't Laugh At Me," a cere- ny's work on the crossing and
vehicle
s
coming near a comSaturday, Dec. 11th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
mony honoring Murray High future plans, however Gurton
School senior football play- had not responded to phone plete stop when crossing the
Saturday, Dec. 18th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
tracks in the northbound lane,
ers and various reports from calls as of this mornin
Sunday,Dec. 19th • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
g.
others slowed down and moved
staff and board members.
Elkins said he has crossed the
Wednesday,Dec.22nd • 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
to the center of the roadway
tracks since the repairs and there
while others made no speed or
Friday, Dec. 24th • 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
• To report a Town Crier has been some improv
ement.
course
corrections.
item, e-mail: editor° mur"It appears to be better than it
"All
railroa
d tracks are a little
rayledger.com
was," he said.
rough and you can just about
Court
expect that," Elkins said.
Square
Sirloin Stockade and Pepsi Present
Keith Todd, a spokesman for
Murray
the Department of Highways
District One and Two office in
Paducah. said previously the
Presents
department is limited in what it
can require from railroad offiMin Siree
cials because the track was in
place before the roadway.
erriment
"It's a little different when the
road is there first and they have
to cross it, but in this case the
tracks were there first so it's a
CAROLS OF LIGHTS - 5:15 PM
DICKENS SQUARE - 5:30 PM
little more complicated," Todd
In front of tree on court square
Court Square/Miller Annex
said. "We just try to work
together with the company and
SANTA IN HIS HOUSE ON THE SQUARE
get along."
COZY CRITTERS PONY RIDES
STORYTELLING
VARIOUS MUSICAL & EATING VENUES THRU THE ALLEY & AROUN
D SQUARE

Murray It

Commuter train strikes,
kills man near Nashville
MT. JULIET, Tenn.(AP) —
A commuter train has struck
and killed a man who was
walking on the track; east of
Nashville.
According to The Lebanon
Democrat, the unidentified man
was hit by the Music City Star
while on its way to drop off
passengers at the Mt. Juliet
train station during rush hour
Thursday evening.
No one on the train was hurt.
The train runs between
Nashville and Lebanon.
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Calloway Middle Quick Recall Team named champions G soldie
rs killed

Special to the Ledger
On Nov.19, the Laker Middle
School Quick Recall team

earned the championship trophy at the WKCTC Bowl in
Paducah. In the inaugutal sea-

son of the event, more than 70
middle school students participated in the tournament that

was hosted at the West
Kentucky Community and
Technical College. Teams from
around the region competed in
both pool play and bracket
elimination play to determine a
champion team. Teams that
competed were as follows:
Calloway County, Paducah
Middle, Lone Oak. Se Mary 's.
Carlisle County, Reidland
Middle, and Caldwell County.
Calloway County finished the
tournament with an unbeaten
record to claim the title. They
defeated in pool play schools
from Paducah Middle. Lone
Oak, and Caldwell County. In
the quarterfinals, they defeated
Carlisle ('ounty. and in the
semifinals, they defeated
Reidland Middle. In the championship game. the Lakers
defeated Lone Oak Middle.
I.one Oak finished in second
place. followed by Paducah
Middle and then Reidland
Middle. The Calloway County
Middle School varsity quick
recall team is coached by Scott
Pile.

by policeman were
101st members

By BRETT BARROUQUERE Matthew W.
Ramsey. 20, of
Associated Press
Quartz Hill, Calif., Pvt. Austin
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. APt G. Staggs,
19, of Senoui. Ga.,
A lone gunman from the and Staff Sgt.
Curtis A. Oakes.
Afghan Border Police shot and 29, of Athens Ohio.
.
killed five members of the 101st
Wiercinski said the post will
Airborne Division. then turned do what
it can to comfort the
and killed a sixth before being families,
including five surviv felled by American soldiers, the ing wives
and eight children left
division's commanding general behind.
said Thursday.
"It's emot tonal. but it's critiThe soldiers were working cal," Wierci
nski said. "We're an
with several Afghan units at an all-volunteer
force. Like I said
observation post in Nangahar before, you've
got to be humprovince in Afghanistan on bled by that."
Sunday when the policeman
The six soldiers killed were
fired on them, Maj. Gen. John working
with the Afghan
Campbell said during a video National Army
and border
teleconference with reporters at police south ofJala
labad in eastFort Campbell.
ern Afghanistan near the
The cause of the shooting Pakistan border
. Campbell .saal
Pictured above, from left, are Coach Scott
lemains under investigation by the soldiers
Pile, Reicher Denmark, Mark Tyler, Ryan Grace
were
observing
.
Cassidy Neal, Josh Betts and Aaron Allen.
American and Afghan authori- artillery fire
at an observation
ties and has prompted a review post manned
by the Afghan
by both countries of how units army and makin
g adjustments
are partnered and candidates for to outgoing
artillery fire when
duty screened, Campbell said.
the shooting happened.
"The whole thing was maybe
The American soldiers had
5 or 10 seconds in duration," gone a few
yards down ridge
Campbell said. "Ten or 15 sec- from the Afgha
By ANDREW TAYLOR
n Border Police
said "I'm going to do my best to will face --- and
onds, the whole thing was over." officer before
probably have
But
it
takes
Associated Press
14
membe
rs
to
the
shooting.
support recommendations like to pass -- are
far greater than officially approve the measur
The attack, the deadliest of its
WASHINGTON (AP) —rwo
"This particular gunman was
e
these."
any kind of arguable tax for a vote
kind in at least two years, behind them." Campb
of the Senate's most conservain Congress. That
ell said.
Commission co-chairs Erskine increase in this hill."
rocked the sprawling military
Crapo said. requirement was designed to
tive Republicans on Thursday Bowles
The border policeman opened
and Alan Simpson
They said the tax overhaul is require any plan
post on the Kentucky-Tennessee fire. "immediately
swung behind a deficit-slashing released
achieve con" killing five
the plan Wednesday. likely to spur economic
border
, as soldiers from the U.S. soldiers, then turnin
growth
sensus
among Democrats and
plan whose politically painful It's heavy
g and
with politically diffi- that would add even more
159th Combat Aviation Brigade killing
rev- Republicans.
spending cuts include raising cult spendi
anothe
r
soldier
.
ng curbs such as enues to federal coffers
. They
That still seems out of reach. prepared to deploy from the post Campbell said. Two U.S. solthe Social Security retirement increasing
the Social Security' compared it to the 1986
Thursday to Afghanistan.
tax but Dick Durbiii of Illinois, the
age. Their backing gives the retirement
diers then shot the Afghan gunage and reducing reforms
sponsored
Maj. Gen. Francis Wiercinski, man, killing him.
by Senate's No. 2 Democrat, is
proposal from leaders of future increa
Campbell
ses to benefits, It Republican
icon
the senior commander at Fort said.
Ronald weighing an aye vote. He raised
President Barack Obama's debt also contai
ns a radical overhaul Reagan.
Campbell, saiu the soldiers were
eyebrows when he endorsed
commission momentum as it of the tax
The Taliban claimed responsicode that eliminates or
The plan endorses tax brackets raising the
aware
of the deaths, but were bility, saying the
heads for a vote.
Social
Security
officer had
scales back lucrative tax breaks of 12 percent,
22 percent and 28 retirement age from 67 to 69 prepared to deploy anyway. enlisted as a
The support from Sens. Tom in exchange for
sleeper agent to
rate cuts on cor- percent to replace brackets of
Wiercinski was scheduled to have an opportunity
15 over the coming 65 years.
Coburn of Oklahoma and Mike porate and
to kill forincome taxes.
percent, 28 percent and 35 perspeak
to soldiers from the 159th eigners.
But Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis..
Crapo of Idaho means the conAmong other things, the plan cent.
before they left.
came out against the plan
troversial plan to cut the deficit would scale
"I don't know how much truth
back several popuThe announcement by Coburn 'Thursday. saying
'That is a humbling experi- that there is to that.by almost $4 trillion over the lar tax credits
it
didn't
do
Campbell
and deductions. and Crapo means that nine
of enough to curb the rising costs ence with a tragedy like this." said.
coming decade is likely to win a including the
child tax credit, the 18 commissioners have pubWiercinski said.
of Medicare and Medicaid and
The gunman had been with the
majority of the panel's 18 mem- the mortgage interes
t deduction licly endorsed the plan. House would
The bodies of the soldiers border police for about
raise taxes too much.
bers Friday and could provide a and the deduct
three
ion claimed by Budget Committee Chairman
were returned Wednesday night years
Two other House Republicans
path for a deficit-cutting deal employers who provid
and
accom
panyi
ng
e health John Spratt Jr., D-S.C., says he appear oppos
to Dover Air Force Base in Americans for three
ed, as is liberal
next year.
or lour
insurance. Income tax rates is leaning in favor.
Delaware.
Rep. Jan Schakowsky.
months. Campbell said. The
It is still likely to fall short of would, in turn,
he significantly
The Pentagon has identified gunman, whose identit
the 14 votes needed to send it to lowered, with
y was not
the top rate dropthem as Sgt. Barry E. Jarvis, 36, given, had been
Congress for consideration. ping from 35
sponsored by
percent to 28 perof Tell City, Ind.; Pk. Jacob A. village elders
Nonetheless, even some panel cent and the top
and screened
rate for taxpayGasser
], 21, of Beaver Dam, before being allowe
members opposed to the plan
d to join.
ers making up to $2100)0 dropWis.; Pvt, Buddy W. McLain, Campbell said.
CELEBRATION, Fla. ( API ed gunshot wound.
such as future House Budget ping from 28 percent
to 22 per24, of Mexico. Maine: Spec.
-- Just days after reporting its
Committee Chairman Paul cent. It would raise the
Sheriff's spokeswoman Twis
gas tax
Ryan. R-Wis.
view it as a 15 cents a gallon to fund trans- first homicide, the town Disney Lizasuain said there was no
built is investigating another connection between
credible first step.
portation programs.
Foushee
death.
This time, a man killed and Matteo Patrick Giovanditto.
"It's the memo that controls
The plan opened to catcalls
himself after shooting at who was found slain
the meeting," said panel mem- from advocates on the
in a condoleft
deputi
es.
ber Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H., a over cuts to Social Security
miniu
m
Tuesda
y.
That
homicide
and
Craig Foushee, 52. barricad- was the first for Disney's
supporter.
other programs — and the right,
mased himself in a home Thursday ter-planned, picture
"The time for action is now," who oppose the fact it's estima
-perfect centfor more than 14 hours, accord- tral Florida commu
Coburn and Crapo said in a ed to produce almost $1 trillio
nity with
n ing
to an Osceola County
statement. "This plan will not in higher tax revenues over
11,000 residents.
the
Sheriff's Office report. He shot
just avert a disaster, but help coming decade.
Giovanditto lived alone with
at
deputies several times, but his Chihuahua and
drive the kind of economic
Coburn and Crap() said that if
had been
deputies never returned fire slain
recovery we need to create jobs lawmakers fail to act now,
over
the
long
they
and spur growth."
will have to face far more because they couldn't get a Thanksgiving weekend, authorThe plan also picked lip sup- painful choices than those pro- clear shot. No deputies were ities said. Neighbors hadn't seen
injured.
port from the Senate's No. 3 posed by the panel.
him for days, so they filed a
Police entered the home missing person's report
Republican,
Sen.
Lamar
"If we do not take actions, the
, then
early Friday and found him went into his condo a
Alexander of Tennessee, who tax increases that this Congre
day
later
ss
dead of an apparent self-inflict- and found him.

Deficit-cutting plan picks up 2 Republicans

Disney town sees death for 2nd time in week

Memphis Zoo lion Fred
dies of old age
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The Memphis Zoo's lion
named Fred has died.
Fred was 20 years old and

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
Sunday, 01202111.61211 5th • 2 pam-4

came to the Memphis Zoo from
the Toledo Zoo in Ohio in
2()03.
Zoo curator Herb Roberts
told The Commercial Appeal
Fred was popular with visitors

r. STOCK UP
AND SAVE!
322 Spence Chapel Rd., Mayfield, KY

2011 Brookhaven Drive

pect they were cancerous. The
lion began a rapid decline about

PRIVATE COUNTRY HOME ON 16.6 ACRES'
BF.AUTIEUELY
Custom built 5 bedroom, 3.5 bath home features large GATESBOROU UPDATED 110M1- ON 1 14 ACRES IN
GIP
living room with 9 foot ceiling, recessed lighting and include ieplak ement 'ptlates in this 4 bedroom, I bath home
Pella designer
. new hal dw ood
crown molding. Spacious kitchen with island features and tile floming. granite countertopswindows
in kitchen ,ind iso bath
oak cabinets and plenty of work space. Relax in the rooms. updated tile work including two showers
. Kw It splash
Florida room adjoining kitchen. Master bedroom on es and wet bar area. custom built ins in family loom.
lie%
main level features private bath with walk-in closet. II V..\( taw
molding.. light fixtures. ceiling fan. and
Basement level has approximately 460 square feet of WV, 11.11,111..1W thioughout the home Security system, Iwo
its. calk, gas logs and updated palm colors everyw here
unfinished space which would be ideal for a bonus
complete the picture Priced at $250,000 Ml.S #54144
room. Priced at $319,900. MI.S #56779

10 days before dying Tuesday.

71 I \lain St. %Vitt h

and could be counted on to roar
periodically.
Officials say Fred probably
died of old age. Veterinarians
recently found tumors and sus-

1 unite ()pen Ilmises at: www.murr1vkvreales4ate sum

LOWER
YOUR
COSTS.

753-1221

g.et a
55 Bonus Card
wit eeurcese ofa)
.25$i/? cora.
(whik they last)
Hwy.641 S.

Murray

Bel-Air
Center

753-0440

Home & Auto Insurance Discounts

Pay Your
2011 Farm
Bureau Dues
before Jan. 1st
and be entered
to win a FREE
LCD HDTV!

KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU DISCOUNTS

753-4703
kyfb.com/colloway

Security Systems
Home'Auto Combo
Multi Auto

up to 20%
up to 30%

Plus Many Others!

10%
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Obituaries
Mildred V. Huff
Mildred V. Huff. 84. of Murray, died Wednesday. Dec. I. 2010, at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements are
incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Online condolences may
be left at www.theihchurchillfuneralhome,com.

Joyce Virginia Fuqua
Joyce Virginia Fuqua. 62. of Hardin. died Wednesday. Dec. I.
2010, at 7:42 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
In addition to her parents. Kenneth Loyal
Timmons and Lorene Downing Timmons, she was
preceded in death by her husband. John Franklin
Fuqua; son. Barry Fuqua; three sisters, Betty
Stubblefield, Eva Penn and Mickey Timmons; and
two brothers, James Timmons and Tommy
Timmons.
Fuqua is survived by one son, Jeremy Fuqua of
New Albany, Ind.; two sisteta. Linda Thompson of
Hardin. and Evelyn Darnell of Benton; and two
brother
s. Ronnie Timmons of Alms). and Paul
Fuqua
Timmons of Kirksey.
Funeral services will be held Saturday. Dec. 4. 2010. at 2 p.m. at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home & Crematory with the Rev.
Rodney Skipworth officiating. Burial will follow in the Birmingham
Cemetery.
visitation will be today. Friday. Dec. 3, after 5 p.m. at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at wwwfilheckcannking.com.
Arrangements are handled by Fi!heck-Cann & King Funeral Home
& Crematory.

McDougal died Tuesday. Nov. 30, 2010. at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah.
A retired real estate and insurance salesman, he was a veteran of
the U.S. Army, a member of the T.L. Jefferson Masonic Lodge #622
and a Rizpah
In addition to his parents, James Franklin McDougal and Roberta
Inell (Dowdy) McDougal, he wits preceded in death by one sister.
Amelia A1111 Wade.
He is survived by his wife, Dianna (Groves) McDougal; two
daughters, Shara Hamilton of Murray, and Sham Wood of Benton
;
and grandchildren, Ellison Paige Wood of Benton, and Alexandra
Skye Hamilton of Murray.
Expressions of sympak may be made to the Shriner% Children's
Hospital, 2001 South Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63131-3597.
Online condolences may be left at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Sarah Heath

Cecil Edward McLeod
Funeral services for Cecil Edward McLeod. 79, of Murray, wen
held today. Friday. Dec. 3 2010, at II a.m. at Filheck-Cann &
Funeral Home and Crematory with the Rev. Biel
Miles officiating. Burial followed in the ()mon lid
Cemetery.
McLeod died Tuesday. Nov. 30. 2010, at II
p.m. at the Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
An avid golfer, he retired with Fisher Pri,,
where he worked in the maintenance department
In addition to his parents, Joe Jarbis Mcl,cod an,
Claudia Wilson McLeod. he was preceded in deatl
by eight sisters; and three brothers.
McLeod is survived by his wife, .10Am
McLeod
Holsapple McLeod of Murray; one daughtei
Glenda "PeeWee" Elkins and husband, Mickey 0
Almo; one son, Edward Eugene "Gene" McLeod of Murray; twi
brothers, George McLeod of Grand Rivers, and Billy Ray Mcl.eo,
of Calvert City; and one sister, Ludell Brindley of Eddyville
Online condolences may be left at www.filbeckcatinking.com
Arrangements were handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Horn!
and Crematory.

Funeral services for Sarah Heath, 91. of Cuba. will be held
Saturday. Dec. 4. 2010, at 1 p.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home with the Revs. Glynn Copeland, Gary Heath and Bob
Waldridge officiating. Burial will follow in Cuba Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Visitation will he held tonight, Friday. Dec. 3, from 4-8 p.m.
at Tammy Lewis
the funeral home.
Funeral services for Tammy Lewis. 51, of Murray, were heti
Heath died Tuesday. Nov. 30, 2010, at 12:40 p.m. at Jackson
today,
Friday. Dec. 3, 2010, at II a.m. at then!. Churchill Futter,'
Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield.
Home with John Dale officiating. Burial was in th,
Born June 26.1919 in Graves County, she was a homemaker,
of
South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
the Baptist faith and formerly employed at Consolidated Novelty
.
Serving as pallbearers were Rick Paschall
In addition to her parents. J. Monroe and Bertha May (('ollin
s)
Bucky Erwin, Larry Lilly, Chuck Parker. Bel
Yates. she was preceded in death by her husband, Robert
Allen
Parker and Tim Erwin.
Heath, whom n she married on Sept. 18, 1938 and who died Oct.
James Edward Joyce
18,
Lewis died Wednesday. Dec. I. 2010, at he
James Edward Joyce. 73, of Benton, died Monday. Nov. 29. 1989; two sons, Terry Allen Heath and David Dale Heath; four sishome.
ters. Tiny Opal Hicks, Lilly May Copeland, Grace Heath
2010, at 8:56 a.m. at his daughter's residence.
and
Born Oct. 25. 1959 in Barstow. Calif., she was ,
In addition to his parents, William Joyce and Rachael Graham; one brother. Lee Yates: and one great-grandson,
AU
member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ ari,
Pearl Mathis Joyce. he was preceded in death by Micheal Adair.
Lewis
was a retired florist having worked at Murr,o
She is survived by three daughters. Nelda Adair and husband.
four brothers: one sister; and two granddaughters,
Florist
and
the
Flower
Basket.
Jack
of
Farmington, Brenda Heath of Fancy Farm, and Sandy Giles
JoAnna Joyce and April Michelle Collins.
Lewis was preceded in death by her father, Robert
He is survived by three daughters. Marilyn and husband. Lee of Dukedom. Tenn.; two sons, Jerry Heath and
Joyce. Evelyn Collins and Carolyn Stalnacker. all wife. Patsy of Wingo, and Randy Heath and wife. Brenda of Atlanta. Gallimore; sister. Laurie Barlow; and brother, 'refry Gallimonof Benton; one son, Danny Joyce of Hardin; 10 Ga.; one sister. Nora Dell Heath of Mayfield; 11 grandchildren; 15 maternal grandparents, Huh and Lva Erwin; and paternal grandpa!
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild; and several nieces ems, Doyle and Mac Gallintore.
grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren.
She is survived by her mother, Shirley Diane Erwin of Murr.o,
Funeral services Will be held today, Friday. Dec. and nephews.
daughters, Tera Lewis Stutesman and husband. David o
two
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
I 2010a at 2 p.m. at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Murray,
and Jenny Diane Lewis and husband. Danny Hinton
Arrang
ements
Home & Crematory with Lynn McWherter and
are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Murray; son. Troy Nathan Lewis and wife. Mallore of Murray; sr.
Is,
Ross Howard. Sr. officiating. Burial will follow in Home.
ter, Tracy Gallimore of Murray, two brothers. Dennis Gallimore ink
the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
vac. Deanie, and Bobby Gallimore and wife. Donna. both 0
Visitation will be Mier 11 a.m. today. Friday. Dec. 3, at the funerJulie Starks
Columbus, Ga.; four grandchildren; two nieces, Ashley and Tish,
al home.
Funeral services for Julie Starks, 46. of Murray, will be held Moths; nephew, Josh Harcourt; and special friend. John Sullivan.
Online condolences may be left at wwwfilbeckcannking.com.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Tammy Lewis Fund ';
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home today, Friday. Dec. 3. 2010. at 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Revs. Mike White and Terry Vasser 201 South 3rd Street. Murray. KY 42071.
ft Crematory.
Online condolences may he left at www.thejlichurchillfuneril
officiating. Burial will follow at the Sinking Springs
home.c
Cemete
om. Arrangements were handled by the 1.11 Churchil
ry.
Albert E. Dodd, Jr.
Funeral
Serving
Home.
as
pallbea
rers
will
be
Danny
Albert E. Dodd. Jr.. 66, of Buchanan, Tenn., died Wednesday.
Miller,
This is a paid obituam
Donnie Miller. Garry Miller, Terry Miller, T.J.
Dec. 1, 2010, al Henry County Medical Center in Paris. Tenn.
Miller. Zachery Miller and Michael Miller.
Born Dec. 6. 1943 in Murray. he was a former I7-year employee
Starks died Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2010, at Western James T. Pltbnan
at Holley Carburetor Plant, a former commercial truck owner-operBaptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mr. James T. Pittman, 84, of Murray. died at 7:50 p.m Sunda‘
ator and most recently employed at Kackley's Market in Purycar
.
Born June I. 1964 in Calloway County, she was Nov. 29, 2010, at the Kindred Hospital in Louisville.
Tenn.
part owner and operator of Starks Lawn Service and
Mr. Pittman was horn Dec. 4, 1925 in Murray, t.
In addition to his parents, Everton Dobb and Matre Lee Grubbs
a
member of the New Providence Baptist Church.
the late Thomas Nathan Pittman and Saltine Grip
Dodd. he was preceded in death by a brother. Darren Dodd; and
Starks
a
Starks was preceded in death by her parents.
Pittman. lie was also preceded in death by his wit,
brother-in-law, Ruel "Mitch" Mitchell_
('hark
s
and
Rita
Farley
Miller.
Suianne H. Pittman; and a sister. Nell Williams.
Dodd is survived by two sons, Vince Dodd of Paris. and William
She is survived by her husband. Gary A. Starks of Murray, whom
Mr. Pittman was a retired safety citgineer. NaY
Alan Dodd of Buchanan; a sister. Lonnie Dodd Mitchell of
Buchanan; three brothers, Logan Dodd and wife, Gayle. Danny she married June 24. 1983 in Murray; one son, Cody Starks of veteran of World War II, DESA (Destroyer Escort Sailor.
Dodd and wife. Judy, and Donnie Dodd and wife. Leisa. all of Murray; four brothers, Danny Miller and wife, Sue, Donnie Miller Association), stationed aboard the USS Gantner, UDT (iinderwate
and wife, Anna, Terry Miller, and Gary Miller and wife. Janice,
Buchanan; a sister-in-law. Melanie Dodd of Buchanan: grandch
all Demolition Teana), Kentucky Colonel. VFW and American Legion
il- of Murray; mother-in-law, Mary Kathry Starks
He is survived by his sons, David Pittman (Julie), I.aplata
n
of Murray; and two
dren. Evan and Drew Dodd of Paris. Jesse Cooley of Louisville, and
. Md.
and Thomas Pittman (Wendy), Brandenton. Fla.; daughte
Jennifer Cooley of Paris; nieces. Kelley Dodd Lassiter of Paris, and special friends. Sherry Gay and Mike White.
r,
Lind.
Online
condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Trofibio, Palm Bay, Ha.; step-sons,
Kendall Dodd Mitchell of Murray; and special friend. Dakota Perry
Donald Cooke (Cathy)
home.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Louisville, Kenneth B. Cooke
of Paris.
(Jean), Lexington. and Cametoi
Home.
Coolie, Huntsville. Ala.. step-daughter, Kathleen Fowler
Funeral services will be held Saturday. Dec. 4, 2010, at 1 p.m. at
(Lee Roy)
Danville; 17 grandchildren and 10 great-grandchildren; specia
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home in Paris with John Dale
Jame
s Robert Osbron
friends and caregivers. Rocky and Terri Long, Murray.
officiating. Burial will follow in Bethel Cemetery in Buchanan.
Funeral services for James Robert Osbron, 64, of Puryear. Tenn.,
The funeral service was held at 11 a.m. today, Friday.
Visitation will be held tonight, Friday. Dec. 3. from 4-8 p.m. and
Dec. 3, .1
the
were
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev.
held
today,
Friday. Dec. 3, 2010. at II a.m. in
Saturday, from 10 a.m. until funeral hour at the funeral home.
Bra.
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home in Hazel Burns officiating. The burial followed in Ow Barnett
Serving as pallbearers will be Steven Mitchell, Greg Mitchell.
Cemetery an,
friends
with the Rev. Steve Gallimore officiating. Burial
called from 5-14 p.m. Thursday at Blalock-Colem
Danny Paschall, Logan Dodd. Levi Dodd. Brandon Dodd. Kyle
an &
followed in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Puryear.
Funeral Home.
Dodd, Kevin Dodd and Chris Dodd. Honorary pallbearers will he
Online Condolences may he !ell at www.yorkfunerallionie
Osbron died Tuesday. Nov. 30, 2010, at his resiJoe Pat Moody,•Buddy Forsythe, Jesse Bevel'. Bob Milain. Jerry
.coul
dence.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donatio
Dombeck, Dale Barker and Jimmy Lipp.
ns to if
He was born Dec. 21. 1945, and was preceded in American Heart Association. Kentucky Region.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Vince Dodd. 1630
20 Whittingtor
Parkway, Louisville. KY 40222,
death by his father. George Anderson Osbron.
Fairgrounds Rd.. Paris, TN 38242;(731) 336-7231.
lie is survived by his wife, Judith Blakely
Arrangements were handled by the Blalock
Arrangements are handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in Paris.
-Coleman & Nair
Oshron of Henry, Tenn.; a daughter, Lori Ann Crane Funeral Home.
and husband. Tommy of Paris, Tenn.; his mother,
This is a paid obituam
Osbron
Jinmde Stetvart McDougal
Velda Crouse Osbron; two brothers-in-law, Wayne
A private graveside service for Jimmie Stewart McDougal,67, of
Blakely and wife, Carol of Texas, and Henry
The number of tittle.% published or the length of
one or more ol ilu
Benton. will be held Saturday. Dec. 4, 2010. at Blitkley and wife. Linda; two sisters-in-law, Betty and Lisa Kell. preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum
set by the Ledger and
Edwards Cemetery in Benton with the Rev. Richard both of Hazel, a granddaughter, Morgan LeeAnn Hulett; a grandson. Times polnx. A lee has been pair!.for additional
publishing or spa. c
Smith officiating. Interment will follow at Edwards Tripp Crane and wife. Lindsey; and several nieces and nephews.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
("emetery.
Visitation will be held tonight, Friday, Dec. 3. Henry County Medical Center Hospice, 311 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
from 5-8 p.m. with Masonic Rites at 7 p.m. at Collier 38242. Online condolences may be left at www.imesmillercom.
Arrangements were handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Funeral Home in Benton.
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WASHINGTON (API -Rearview
cameras
could
become more common in future
cars and trucks under new rules
the government was proposing
Friday to address concerns
about drivers unintentionally
backing over children.
The
Transportation
Department was offering new
requirements to improve rear
visibility in cars by the 2014
model year. Most carmakers
would meet the requirements by
installing rear-mounted video
cameras and in-vehicle displays.
Targeting so-called blind
zones in large sport utility vehicles and pickups. Congress
required the safety upgrades in
20(18 in response to dozens of
cases of children getting backed
over by cars. The legislation
was named after Cameron
Gulbransen, a 2-year-old New
York boy who was killed when
his father accidentally hacked
over him in his driveway.
"There is no more tragic
accident than for a parent or
caregiver to back out of a garage
or driveway and kill or injure an
undetected child playing behind
the vehicle," said Transportation
Secretary Ray LaHood. He said
the changes would "help drivers
see into those blind zones directly behind vehicles to make sure
it IN safe to hack up."

Nearly 300 people are killed
and 18,000 injured each year
because of hackovers. according
to data kept by the National
Highway

Traffic

Safely

Administration. Nearly half the
deaths in
children undo
age 5 and the crashes also arca
the elderly.
Many of the deaths involve
busy parents juggling, careers
and children and toddlers who
get halm!a parked car, not teal
iting the inherent dangers. In
about 70 percent of the cases, a
family IllcIllbCf is responsible
for the death, said Janette

Fennell, president of Kids and
Cars, a Kansas-based safety
group,
"You're talking about people
yvho love their children more
than anyone." Fennell said.
"How do you go on if you've
killed your own child or grandchild.'"
Automakeis
been
have
adding video cameras and
object detection sensors to vehicles to help drivels when hack
irig up tri parking. But the back

up cameras are still optional
equipment on most vehicles and
only about 20 percent of 2010
vehicles have the cameras
onboard
The proposal is expected III
be completed next year #41421
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Woman's Club board
will meet at new time
The Executive Board of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday at 5:30
p.m. at the club house, instead of at 6:30
p.m•
as regularly scheduled. Bobbie Weatherly,
president, urges all board members to attend.
A Christmas party' for N1urray Group home
will follow.

Datebook
Sarin Teague,
Community'
editor
open at 7 p.m.

JPDC to open season
The Jackson Purchase Datice Compaio

will
open then 2010-11 powthictiim season on Friday,
Dec. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at Murray State's Lovett
Auditorium. with I lohday Dancelest, a concert
of (lances to holiday music Itsvoincs Doors

Live Nativity to be Friday and Saturday

A Live Nativity will he held Ii tl.iy. Dec..4 and Saturday, /c.
I
from 6-9 p.m, at the Murray Stan I lniversity Expost
.t.on (.
Admission is lice.

Christmas Food Box items needed

Food items are still needed 1tn the Need lane Christm
as Food
baskets. They are cake frosting, chicken broth, candy canes, pmeap
plc, and lolls or roll mot. Orgawations or clunk-hes willing
to
donate shinild all 753-63.4.4. Drmiations need to he :it Need lane in'
latei than Mtmilay. Dec. I .4.

New Beginnings group will meet
New Beginnings Support Group will meet Sattuday. De.
4. at
West-nide Baptist Churell, 207 Robertson Rd Si mihi iii MI411,1)
Potluck meal begins at 6:30 p.m Becky Pritchett will speak at
7
p.m Chddcare is provided. Parking is in the icai tit the
building
The public is my tied For more information :di Ron or
Linda
Wi iglu at 754 0156 or Wesiside at 754-S240.

North Elementary will hold .1 Chl u sitIlas Baia.ir 1,111 Saturday, Dec.
4, from I() a.m. to 2 p.m. in the sk hool gym. More than 14 vendors
and Laker items will be avinlable. Questions !tray be directed to
mjnori hpta(a' yahoi).coni
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The 6th annual "Christmas liaiaar" at Angels Am. Thrift Shop
will he Saturday. Dec 4, at the shop, 972 Chestnut. Muriay All pro
ceeds go to support the Angels Community Chni. for mine
minion, call the store :it 762 115115

Phebian class to hold breakfast
The Phebian Sunday St hoot Class ot I list Baptist Church will
have its Christmas hicaktast on Saturday, De. 4, at 9. 40 a in at
Ryan s with Maitha Pirikei, guest, n, speak about her top to loa;•1
this past yea. (irotip Three with Anne Vinson as captain is (hinge
oh arrangements Class teacher is Martha Motile with Norma Wallis
as assistant teachei

Four Rivers Music Friends to meet
The Four Rivirs Music Friends will meet Sunday, De. 5. in the
Calloway County Public Library Annex. Anyone interested in luau:
mg to play or enjoys listening to music is invited to attend h.! !Mite
information. call WI Burkeen at 754-6979.

Humane Society fundraiser to be held
Family Fitness will host tumba Party lot the Pets on Mondays.
Dec. 6, I 3 and 20. Irom 6. 40 17,.40 p.m at MIX Chestnut Street.
Murray. Cost is $5 per class and all proceeds go to the Calloway
County Humane Society. Fin WOW information, call (270) 761
4747

‘1011

Calloway Fire Protection will meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection Dist'ict Boatd will hold its

f'ui //1/
et OM/
.10/4 o•

regular monthly meeting on Monday. Dec. 6, at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Fire and KesCIIC Sii111011 #1, 1(11 Last Sycamote,
Murray. The public is invited to att;:nd.

Death of Parent support group will meet
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The Death ol a Parent support p10111) will Wel Monday, Ire. 6,
at 7 p.m. This group is lot anyone who has lost a patent to death lot
more information, call Stephanie('tin:um:ham at 753-6646 or 12701
210-4173.

Playhouse in the Park to hold auditions
Audit ms kir -Ilan splay' me Monday, Dec 6 alld Tuesday. 1)e.
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Items drive to begin Saturday
A us, tood and c lothes ;hive will tiepin k.aillotay, !Jet- 4, at
( hsk lichi I arm and home, i(to N. 12th SUCH \IIi11.1S
•
()1St
1-aiiii and home is working with
heic, to collet
new toys, new clothes and non pet ishablc tood to' Iu.0 less 1i)1111
11.1Ie thus (Ill istwas season
Items may be bionelo (U luelti unt i l
1)ec 1W 1-oi mole information, tall 759-815o

Charity art sale
to begin Saturday
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Ilarold and l'atricia Wood will . cichiate then 5011i ‘sc,Ikliity
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An awards program will be held Tuesday, I /et'. 7..0 6 p in. in the
MMS auditorium to recoymie the winners oh the "Don't Laugh at
Me- contest from each grade level ill Murray Independent School
District. Students listened to a song about teasing and mak My hal 01
people and then wrote a responsive
4.1 p0e111 1 he public us
Invited to attend

The S1uiuu,i State I; Hit(Mute Depaitinent us intends taking
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Pullen Farm to hold sale

The hollowing are reminders oh events scheduied this ....tit lid
that were recently published in //h. Afill rii LeAri A hint \
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Murray Middle to hold awards program
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Quilt hail is glowing but needs some liclp The two newest 14i,tu Quilt Squaws
liast• been L011411001 and
installed, but thew
mg list oh squaws to Imish
hie Quilt hail is in need 01 a heated facility to he able to continue painting throughout
the kk u ttet Hien goal is to Lomplete enough
squaies to piomote the trail through ('alloway County dining the Intel minimal
Quilt Show in Patliit
at the end ill Apo! 2011 I his nail
will hi mg tourism dollais to Calloway County
11 anyone has a lacility lin use,
Ruth 1).iiigliatlay at /54 I7M tin ;tali I no,. at 4 k,

dna will

7, at 6 pm at Playhouse iii the Park. Many roles lot ages 14 to adult
Auditioneis should repine Bioadway show tune in -pop" piece
and are expected to do cold reads hom the sk opt. Many people aoneeded lor backstage woik as well. Show dates are I-eh. 18 ilnough
March 6. l'or more information. call 759- 1752.

f'how p«iviood
The Ohio Star pattern is featured on a barn on Faxon Road

Calloway County Quilt Trail in need of facility
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North Elementary to hold bazaar

Angels Attic to hold bazaar
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"nit iospel AtouII ll,h 10 Scrooge"
promises to be the area's Christrrurs tient of the seal •
!his Broaduay style mustaticirama

state production
based on Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," features a
cast and ireu of 50, special lighting, sound ene,
MUSIC, and dance Corm share in the Chnstmas spirit
Ind the hope of God's Los, and payer to transforvn
ieneii, and revise tht human heart
(

Pim :tied'

Hope Harbor Church
2771 Hwy 94 East
Murray, Kentucky
270-753-6695
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people help you as it is to
help them. Aside from the
fact that we Often need
help from others, there is
another important reason
for letting people help us; if you've ever helped
anyone, you know the satisfaction that follows
from corning to someone's aid. If someone offers
you their assistance and you don't allow them to
help you, you deprive them of that very real
human need to be needed. It can also be a go ,d
lesson in humility to have to ask for and receive
help from others. Helping people, like most
things that have to do with human relations, has
two equally important sides. We should he equally willing to offer our assistance to others and
allow them to help us. Perhaps more to the point,
we should otter help cheerfully, and receive it
gratefully. The social bond between people is
clearly strengthened by the reciprocal aid that we
give to and receive from one another.
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First Baptist to present '0 Holy Night'
Special to the Ledger .
The Murray community has
several annual events that signal
the start of the Christmas season, including the ho'iday musical presentation at Murray First
Baptist Church during the first
weekend in December. The traditional musical returns t ) FBC
on Sunday. Dec. 5. when more
than 1(10* musical performers
team together to present "0
Holy Night!"
Tickets are free and can he
picked up at First Baptist
Church on South 4th Street, or
by calling the church office at
753-1854.
The musical program begins at
7 p.m. in the FBC Sanctuary and
is under the direction of Pastor
Jordan Richmond, 1:13Cs new
Minister of Music and Worship.
Richmond came to First Baptist
from Flonda in June, but already
understands the significance of
the church's annual Christmas

musical offering.
"RIC has been sharing its
musical talents to the glory of
God in special ways for nearly
50 years during each Christmas
season," said Richmond. "Our
chancel choir has been working
very hard for weeks to give this
Christmas present to our community once again this year. I
am so grateful to our regular
choir members, other church
members who sing in this special presentation, and to community members outside our
church who join us for our
Christmas musical. Our goal
with '0 Holy Night!' is to share
the good news and hope that
arrived with the birth of Jesus
Christ nearly 2,(XK) years ago."
"0 Holy Night!" coordinates
tht talents of children's choir,
adult choir, brass ensemble.
musical quartet. hell choir and
orchestra to offer traditional and
contemporary music variety.

The audience will also have the
chance for several familiar sing
along tunes during the hour-plus
performance.
A trombone quartet will offer
holiday favorites when guests
arrive. A vocal quartet of
Rhonda Hardcastle. Jennifer
Wann, Steve Smotherman and
Ted Thiedc will greet attendees
in the church Welcome Center.
The evening will begin with
"Sprit of the Season" a festive
choral number from the movie,
"Polar Express." The ['BC Bell
Choir will also perform. The
adult holiday choir will also perform Michael W. Smith's popular "All Is Well."
Richmond and his wife.
Heather, will also team up for an
inspirational duet. The remainder of the evening comes from
the 10-song "0 Holy Night!"
creation of Russell Mauldin and
Sue C. Smith.
"() Holy Night" weaves tradi-

tional holiday favorites like "0
Holy Night" and "0 Come All
Ye I aithful" with contemporary
songs like "Emmanuel" and
"The One." Contemporary
Christian music fans will recognize tunes from Chris Tomlin,
Steven Curtis Chapman and
Geron Davis. The musical program will end with "[he
Manger Worship Medley- of
classic Christmas favorites and
an invitation for audience panic
ipation.
FBC Senior Pastor Sam
Rainer will also share a brief
message of hope. FBC Munav
has been offering holiday nuisi
cals for the community since the
Photo provided
19.50s and this year's program IN REMEMBRANCE: Judy Kelso, long-time member of Lynn
Grove United Methodist Church, recently lit a candle to comcontinues that tradition.
Richmond added, "We hope memorate "All Saints Day"
our musical presentation and
message can touch hearts that
need the peace and understandint, that only comes through a
relationship with Jesus Christ."

In our

CHURCHES
Lynn Grove UMC
to begin Advent

New Heavens and earth discussed
Question: What is —the new ing (Genesis 3:16-24).
After word for "destroyed" is used to
heavens and the new earth" thousands of years of sin's devdescribe both events. Instead,
that the Bible talks about?
astating effects upon the wholc the fiery destruction that God
Answer: I believe that the creation, the apostle Paul
wrote will bring upon the earth will
phrase "the new heavens and the that "the creation was
subjected serve to desert) all sin and evil
new earth" refers to our present to frustration" and "has
been and return to us a purified world.
world after it has been purified groaning as in the pains of
child- just as the flood cleansed the
of all the effects of sin and evil. birth right up to the present
earth in ancient days. In an earThis
will time"(Romans 8:20-22). But he lier writing, Peter spoke
of
take place also stated that there is hope for "gold, which
is destroyed even
upon
the the creation itself to be "liberat- though relined by fire"
I/ Peter
return
of ed from its bondage to decay 1:7). When gold
is passed
Chnst at the and brought into the glorious through a
fire to be relined, the
end of the freedom of the children of God" gold itself
is not destroyed; but
present age. (Rom. 8:21). This indicates that the impurit
ies are burned up so
I realize this God has a future plan for his that the gold
becomes even
is different creation, the "heaven and the more precious.
In a similar way,
Wodd from the tra- earth."
this old world of evil will be
ditional
A few years later, the apostle destroyed by fire and heat; and
understand- Peter discussed the events that the "new heavens
By Richard
and a new
ing,
but at would occur when the Lord earth" that have been
Youngblood,
cleansed
this stage of comes again at the end of the of all sin will he brought
Minister of
forth.
my
University
study present age. He said that some
Also, to call the purified world
Church of
this is what I people scoffed at the promise of "new" does not
mean that it
Christ
understand the Lord's coming, saying: never existed before.
For examfor the following reasons.
"Ever since our fathers died, ple. 2 Corinthians 5:/7 calls
Jesus often spoke of "heaven" everything goes on as it has believe
rs in Christ "a new cre
as the place where God the since the beginning of creation" anon."
This believer is the same
Father resides. For example. Ile (2 Peter 3:4). But Peter remind- person
he was before being in
taught his disciples to pray,"Our ed them that long ago "the world Christ:
but at the same time, he
Father who is in heaven" at that time was destroyed, being is not
the same person. Thu. old
(Matthew 6:9). At other times, flooded with water" (2 Peter person
has been cleansed of past
Jesus used the word "heaven" to 3:5-7). Then, he added:"But the sin and
evil desires in order to
describe the place where the day of the Lord will come like a now
"live a new life" (Romans
birds fly (Matt. 6:26), the light- thief. The heavens will disap- 6:4)as
a new creation of God. In
ning flashes (Luke 17:24) and pear with a roar; the elements the same
way. the "new heavens
the sun, moon and stars reside will he destroyed by fire, and the and new
earth" will he the same
(Matt. 24:29). Thus, we see that earth and everything in it will be world
and yet not the same old
the words "heaven" and "earth" laid hare"(2 Peter 3:10).
sinful world. God will have
used in conjunction with each
We should not understand this given it a transformed newness
other as in "the heaven and the fiery "destruction" of the world by purifica
tion through tire.
earth" refer to the whole of to mean the world will be totalThe final time the expression
God's created world.
ly annihilated any more than the "new heaven and new earth" is
When God first created our Genesis flood annihilated the mention
ed is in the last two
world, he placed the first man earth in Noah's time. The same chapter
s
of
the
Bible
and woman in a sinless place on
earth called the "Garden of
*
Eden" (Genesis 2:8-15). But
*
when Adam and Eve sinned, the
entire world WAS tragically
affected. The man and woman
were banished from Eden and
separated Inmi "the tree of life."
Tour four Tennessee Log and Timber Homes
Through painful toil the man 41*
in the west Kentucky and west Tennessee irea.
would have to work the ground
Saturday. Dec. 4, 2010• 10 AM to 6 rrki
that would now produce thorns
and thistles, and the woman
Call 270-436-6000 for directions and addresses.
would suffer pain in childhear

Anat
Jesus Do?

The Rev. April Arnold, pastor of Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church. will present the Advent sermon series, "A Life-Giving
Christmas" at the 9:30 a.m. worship service."The four weeks before
Christmas known as Advent, will he highlighted in this series." said
Rev. Arnold. "The messages begin with hope, followed by peace,
joy and love.- Sunday School begin at 9 a.m. All are welcome.

(Revelation 21:1). There it is
described in terms that remind
us of the Garden of Eden with
the tree of life (Rev. 22:,ff). As
he did in the garden. once again
God will live with his people:
and they will reign with him forever and ever. Thus, I heiieve
that the "new heaven and the
The Chancel Choir of First 11 lnited Methodist Church will present
new earth" is a return to the
its Christmas Cantata this Sunday. Dec. 5. at the II a.m. worship
original place and plan God had
for his creation from the begin- service. "A Thrill of Hope." a new work by composer and arranger
Joel Raney., weaves many familiar Christmas carols together around
ning of time. I don't know about
the themes of hope, love, peace and joy. The cantata will be accomyou, but I'm looking forward to
panied by an orchestra and First United Methodist's Handbell Choir.
being there with my heavenly
Linking the musical movements together will be Advent and
Father.
C'hristinas scriptures read by Ginny Richerson and Dave Gesler.
(Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ, While there is much variety in the music of the cantata, the overall
mood is one of peaceful and joyful reflection. The middle piece
801 N. 12th, Murray. KY 42071
highlig
hts this as soloist Kristen Schwartz and the choir sing Amy
or phone 270-753-1881. This
Grant's song of Mary. "Breath of Heaven." FLIMC is at the corner
article is reproduced on the
of 5th and Maple Streets in Murray. All are welcome to attend this
web: www nchrist.org
musical celebration of Christmas.

FUMC
to present Cantata
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Church Bulletins
Various
churches
have Family: A Child" at the 10 a.m. Doyle will give
the advent read
speak ant nit - Atter the Mud!" atsiut "Fultulling Your Des' ii
released information concerning worship service. Music
Kimbro, Jacob McLeod
will be ing, during which the hope and With scripture from
Genests 3 at with st ripture from James. 4.1
their worship services for the led by Randy
and
Ricky
Tabers, ushers.
McClure and peace candles will be lit. Young the
11) a.m. worship service and I0 at the 11 a iii. service
coming weekend as follows:
and Sunday School will be at 9:30
Danny McGrew. Sunday School at Heart church will
be by about -Forgotten Characters of "Great Expecta
North
Pleasant
tions" with scrip- a.m.
Grove begins at 9 a.m. with classes for Jordan Eldrid
ge and Kelsey the Bildt . Stephen- ,with scrip
• ture from Romans 5:6-11 at the
Cumberland
Presbyterian: all ages. The 6 jam. service will Moore. Ushers
Locust Grove: Bro. Ryker
will be Ales lure from Acts 7 at the 5 p.m. 6
Rev, Charles Westfall, pastor, conclude the Bible
p.m.
service
Kevin
.
Crawfo
Wilson
rd
, pastor, will speak about
Survey Paschall and Nicholas Brum'. worship
service.
Danny
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship Course
is
music
ditecto
r
with
Mary
"The
Thief
of Christmas (Part
with
Jude
and Elizabeth Brunn and Ales Claiborne is
worship leader and Davis, EmmaDean Clayton and 1)" with scripture from
service. Sunday School will he Revelation.
Genesis
Paschall will assist with com
Chuck Wilson will preside at Glenda RI /Whit, [1E11111(.1M] . The
at 10 a.m.
3:15
and
John
10:10
the 11
at
South Pleasant Grove: Rev
munion. Alison Chaney will "the Lord's 'Fable Also
assisting Praise and Worship learn will a.m. worship service and about
Sinking Spring Baptist: ('anl Eugene Nichols: pastor,
will direct the choir with Pal Bninn, will be Jetrv
(freen and Dan lead special music. Sunday "The Songs of Christ
Butler, pastor, will speak at the speak about "God's
mas: 0
Man" with Renee Doyle and Carla Halkias flazzell Childre
.
n's Bible Hour School is at 10 a.m. with Dave Come, 0 Come Emman
I I a.m. and 6 p.m. worship serv- scripture from Isaiah
uel"
11.1-10 at as accompanists. Sunday School for ages 2 9
will be at 10 a.m. Maupin, assistant director. The with scriptu
ices. Sunday School will he at the 10:45 a.m, worshi
from
re
Isaiah
714
p service. will be at 10.15 a.m. The Sunday Schota ha
all ages is at regular monthly business meet- at the 6 p.m worship
10 &in. Wednesday service PS at Jeanette Osborn
service.
e and Jo Erwin Sunday night Bible study and 9:am
ing will be at the 6 p.m. service Special music will be by Pam
pin. For a ride, call 753-6416 will be greeters. Colby
Liddle youth activities for both Kitksey
Westside Baptist: tiro Glynn and the choir will meet alter
fin 753-4896.
the Smith and the choir. Jere
and Beau Osborne will he and Goshen churches will
meet ( lir, pastor. will speak about evening service 0 u
Glendale Road Church of acolytes. Michelle Osborn
hi
c
Hendrick will have Kid's
stmas
e will at Goshen t IMC at 5 paw
'The Reason for the Season" ('anima practa
Christ: Jason Ilan, minister. keep the Nursery. Kathy
Comer.
Sunday School will he
Wrye
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr
with scripture from Luke i 9 10
Grace Baptist: tiro Sammy at I() a.m. Adult and youth Bible
will speak about "I Want to be will have Childre
n's Time. Ann Marie Montgomery. co
at the 10:30 a.m, worship serv
Cunningham. pastor. will speak study and children's choir will
with Jesus!" with scripture from Corinna Stalls
will have pastor, will speak
about
ice. Special music will be by at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
John 20:19-25 at the 9 a.m. wor- Children's Church
he Wednesday at 7 p.m.
. Sunday 'Isaiah's Vision- with whom e Carolyn Winchester
with Joseph worship services. Henry Nance
ship service and about "Baptism School will be at
First Baptist: Pastor Sam
9:45 a.m. from Romans 15:4.13 at the Winchester, pianist.
E-Worshp is music director with Oneida Rainer will speak about
Now Saves You" with scripture There will not be
"The
Sunday 10:45 a.m. worship service. for K-4th grades will
he in the White, Sherry Fortner a Id Gift of the Holy Spirit"
from 2 Peter 3:20-21 at the 6 Cantata
from
the
practice
due
to Debbie Burgess will be liturgist. gym. Hanging of the Green
and Kathy Garrkon as accompa- sermon series, "So That
p.m, evening worship. Also Christmas potluck and silent
You
Special music will be by Chris church-wide Christmas dinner
nists. Eddie Morris will give the May Know" with scripture from
assisting will be Todd Walker, auction at 5:30 p.m. Procee
ds and Laynie Mitchell. Todd Hill will be at 6 p.m. Penny Perkins
child'en's sermon. Assisting Luke 11:5-13 at the 8:30 and 11
associate minister, Garry Evans, will be used for missions of the
is choir director and organim and is minister to preschool and
chil- will he Jimmy Hale, deat on of a.m. worship services.
involvement minister, Nick Methodist Men and Women's
Special
Kee Kern Hundley and Kala lull dren. Deacons of the week
will the week. Phil McCuiston, Mike music will be by
Hutchens, youth minister, and groups. Youth Groups for ages
Rhonda
are accompanists. Assisting will be Trimmy Hoke and Danny
Das is and Mickey Bogard, Roberts, soloist, at I! a.m.
Phil Wyatt, Steve Spiceland, 3-IN will meet Wednesday from
Bible
he Deanna and Ken Wolf and Richerson. Sunday School will
greeters. and Gene Collins, Study will be at 9:45 a.m.
Daniel Harper, James Gibson. 5:30-7 p.m. Lana Jennings will
Cheryl and Ralph Pittman, ush- be at 9:30 a,ria
Brent Canter. Kenny Hoover, be in charge of the meal.
ers. Sunday School will he at 9
Memorial Baptist
Bro.
Jay Stark, Tim Stark and
Hazel
First
United a.m.
Martin
Seven'
s.
pastor,
will
Raymond Grady. A short wor- Methodist: Rev. Patty King,
First Christian: Rev. Dr. speak at the 8- 30 and 10.50
a.m.
ship service will be at 5 a.m. and pastor, will continue the joy
of Ruth Ragovin, senior minister. worship services. Special
music
Church School at 10 a.m.
the Advent Season with scrip- will speak about "Waiting at the
will he by Torn Baker. Deacon
Martin's ('hapel United ture from Matthew's Gospel at
mall or waiting at the manger.'" of the week is Jeff Graves
and
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen, the 9:45 a.m. worship service
_ with scripture Iron' Isaiah 11:1- yoke fellow is Jell
Gentry
.
pastor, will speak about "Living Open comniunion will he cele•
10 at the 9 and 10:45 a.m wor- Sunday School will be at 9:40
By Faith" with scripture from brated. Church School will
be at ship services. The Celebration a.m.
Matthew L/8-25 and Ephesians II a.m. All are invitee to "come
Band with Tom Seipel, Tori
First United Methodist: The
2:1-10 at the 9 a.m. worship as you are."
Daughrity, Monte Fisher and Christmas Praise Celebr
ation
service. Musicians arc Ricky
Mason's Chapel United Devitt Bannister will perform
will be during the 8:45 a.m.
Cunningham and die Rev. Glenn Methodist: Rev. Patty King,
during 9 a.m. Karen, Sophie and Early Light worship service
Hill. Sunday School classes for pastor, will continue the joy
of Wyatt Dunham will light the with special music
by the Praise
children, young adults, and sen- the Advent Season with
scrip- Second Advent Candle. The Team, Tony Powell
, Youth
iors meet at 10:30 a.m. Coffee ture from Matthew's Gospel
at Chancel Choir will bring special Praise Band, Kristen
Schwartz,
Break and discussion Bible the II a.m. worship
service. music "See That Star." Mark Gary Vaca,
Katie Heierman,
Study is every Friday at 10 a.m. Open communion will
be cele- Dycus is the minister of music Stephen
Keene,
Susan
Everyone is welcome.
brated. Church School will be at with Donnie Hendrix, organis
t, Blackford, Holly Bloodworth
Good Shepheill United 10 a.ni. All are invitee to
"conic Judith Hilt, pianist, and Juhe anti Gale Cornel
ison. Also
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen, as you are." A Christ
mas Warner, Dianne Miller and Will assisting is Jennife
r Riley. The
pastor, will speak about "Living Program will be Dec.
19, at 6 Brooks
instrumentalists_ Chancel Choir Cantata will he
By Faith" with scripture from p.m.
Assisting will he Bob Bright. during the II a.m traditio
nal
Matthew 1:18-25 and Ephesians
Goshen United Methodist: worship leader; Dan Parker
and worship
service.
Susan CELEBRATION HELD: Pictured, from left, are Mary Both
2:1-10 at the II a.m. worship The Trinity Teens and their
lead- Mike Ridley, communion eld- Blackford is Praise
Team direc
Harp, resident of Spring Creek Health Care with staff member
service. Judy Lamb will be the ers, Michael Brunn and
Robert ers; Mitzi Parker, Mallory tor, Dr. Pam Wurgle
r is Chancel Melissa Neier. Spring Creek recently held a Thanks
pianist, with choir director Doyle, are responsible for
giving celthe 9 Cathey, Theda Farris. Camien Choir director and
Joan Bowker ebration to honor residents and their
Denise Schuttler leading the a.m. worship service.
families. Families were
Ashley Garland. John King and Eric is organis
t. Acolytes will be able to enjoy a traditi
singing. Sunday School meets at Eldridge will speak
onal Thanksgiving dinner hosted by the
and lay Roberts, diaconate. Toni Seijsel Christi
an and Clayton Bobo. skilled nursin
It) a.m. Bible Study is Friday at assistant will be Gentry
g facility. Spring Creek has proudly served the
Barnard. will give the children's message
Acolyte parent is 8111oros ?oho::
1 p.m. Everyone is welcome.
Greeters will be Nicholas Brunn Sunday School for all ages is
am Sunday School w11410 91.,10 itVon since 1964 and offers a 226-bed long-term cam.
Elm Grove Baptist: Brad and Alex Paschall. Acolytes
Medicare-certified facility which provides comprehens
will 9:45 a.m.
a.m.
ive
Burns, pastor, will speak about be Elizabeth
Brunn and
rehabilitation and restorative services. Spring Creek has
University Church of Christ:
Scotts
Grove
a
Baptist
:
Bro.
"The Making of a Christian Cheyenne Chaney. Allison
highly-skilled staff who focuses on providing our
Charley Bazzell, minister. will John Dz...nham, pastor
residents
will speak
specialized quality care to live a full, healthy life.

Finley's

Store Hours
Mon - Sat 10-6

House of Diamonds DOO
RS OPEN
at 10
AM

Retirement
Store Closing Sale

SAVE
After 49 years in the jewelry business,
am excited to announce that I have beenS OT RI EWIDE
asked to join a National Jewelry Consulting
firm, which has been a lifelong dream of
mine. Before this happens. I must sell off
my entire inventory of fine jewelry.

if-a ve
President
Kentucky Jewelers
Association

A READY TO SING

I \lilt' hi in mid '•111.

40% 60%
OFF

smi
'1

Diamond
Bracelets
1.
S

Entire
Inventory

Finley's House of Diamonds
m( D r11 1,11,i „
112 N. 12th Street • Murray, KY
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MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL: ST.
LOUIS CARDINALS

Dodgers
trade
infielder
Theriot to
Cards for
Hawksworth

OVC BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 74, EASTERN KENTUC
KY 72

Post power
RACERS GET STRONG GAME
FROM DANIEL,ASKA, COME
BACK TO WIN OVC OPENER

ILL Faunas
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals got a new
infielder in Ryan Theriot, while
the Los Angeles Dodgers fortified their bullpen with Blake
Hawksworth.
Dealing from surplus after
signing free-agent infielder Juan
Uribe, the Dodgem sent Theriot
to St. Louis for Hawksworth on
Tuesday.
The Cardinals completed
another deal, too, signing freeagent pitcher Brian Tallet.
Theriot and Tiller were teammates on the 2000 LSU team
that wan the NCAA title.
Theriot hit .270 with 29 Rills
last season with the Chicago
Cuba and Dodgers. He has
played both middle infield spots.
but prefers shortstop.
"We felt this was a really
good fit for us," Cardinals general manager John Mozeliak
said. "This is not necessarily the
last move we're going to make
between now and opening day.
but if we did have to start today
he would likely be our shortstop."
Music to 'Theriot's ears.
"I think every player as a
competitor should go in there
with that mindset," Thetiot said
on a conference call. "I don't
want to be that utility player, I
want to be out there playing. I
can't help a team if I'm sitting on
the bench."
Mozeliak said last year's
starting shortstop. Brendan
Ryan. would either be traded or
would become a utility backup.
Ryan has great range defensively but had a poor offensive season. batting .223 with a .279 onbase percentage.
"I'm not going to rule out
anything right now," Mozeliak
said. "It's way too soon to decide
that fate."
Also too soon to say for sure
that Theriot will play shortstop.
Mozeliak said Theriot could
move to second base, where
converted
outfielder Skip
Schumaker has started the last
two seasons, if' the Cardinals can
find a better upgrade at shortstop later in the offseason.
Theriot, who turns 31 next
week, was traded with pitcher
Ted Lilly from the Cubs to the
Dodgers last July 31.
Mozeliak said the Cardinals
tried to acquire Theriot last sumMel.

Theriot batted a career-high
.307 in 2008 and is a lifetime
.284 hitter in 663 games. He is
third among middle infielders in
multihit games over the past
three seasons, trailing only
Derek Jeter and Robinson Cano,
and has stolen at least 20 bases
in each of the last four seasons.
Theriot became expendable
when the Dodgers signed Unbe.
The 31-year-old Uribe hit a
career-best 24 home runs last
season for the World Series
champion San Francisco Giants,
mostly playing shortstop.
Theriot lost his shortstop job
to rookie Starling Castro in
Chicago, and thought changing
positions affected his offense.
He played only second base
after the trade to the Dodgers.
"When you take a player out
of his comfort zone, it affects
their whole game," Theriot said.
"Shortstop's the most comfortable. It's what I grew up play-

TOMMY DILLARD / Lodger
Tknee
(TOP)Murray State junior
guard Dante Poole posts
up Eastern Kentucky's
Joshua
Jones
during
Thursday night's gam in
Richmond. Poole added
three points for the Racers
In the 74-72 victory, while
Jones poured in five for
the Colonels. The Racers
move to 1-0 in conference
play to open up 2010-2011
OVC ploy, while EKU falls
to 0-1 in the conference.
(LEFT) Murray State forward Ivan Asks betties a
host of Eastern Kentucky
players for this rebound
during Thursday night's
game In Richmond. Asks
scored 16 points and
grabbed eight rebounds in
the win.

Op TOMMY DILLARD
figures and shot lights out from
Sports Editor
the free-throw line, going 22RICHMOND, Ky. Fatigued for-26 in recovering from a
from spending one full day at dreadful start in their
()VC
home over the past 10?
opener.
Not Ed Daniel.
Murray State trailed by as
Even if some of his team- many as 14 in the first halt
mates were feeling the effects of before corning back to cut
the
a
grueling
Ohio
Valley lead to three going into the
Conference road trip coming off break.
chive games in four days at the
"I thought we would win the
76 Classic in California, Daniel whole time," Kennedy said.
"I
wasn't.
like our team, like our guys.
He was dancing.
We've been on the road a bunch
"I got off the bus, and he's and I Was really prowl of our
standing around in the middle of composure. Our guys didn't
get
the sidewalk dancing," said rattled."
Isaiah Canaan, who poured in a
EKU did come back from
team-high 17 points as the Daniel's put-back, reclaiming
Racers escaped McBrayer Arena the lead at 68-.66 on a threewith a 74-72 win Thursday pointer by Willie Cruz.
night.
But the Racers got another
"I got off wondering what huge offensive rebound down
was wrong with him, but he had the stretch from Ivan Aska.
lot of energy, and he needs to
The junior forward sank two
bring that every night cause free throws to tie the game with
were going to need it."
1:36 left, then B.J. Jenkins stole
Head coach Billy Kennedy the ball and passed to Jeffery
called Daniel. who played 14 McClain in transition. McClain
minutes off the bench, the MVP missed the layup. but Aska was
of the evening, and it was cer- there to follow, giving the
tainly a breakout game for the Racers a 70-68 lead.
Birmingham, Ala.. native.
Aska also turned in a strong
He scored 11 points, pulled performance throughout the
down four rebounds (three of game,joining Daniel in doublewhich came off the offensive figures and giving Murray State
glass) and went 5-for-5 from the an across-the-board post perfree-throw line.
formance of which to be proud.
It was also Daniel who proAska scored 16 points,
viding
the
gainechanging grabbed eight rebounds (five of
moment of the evening, at least which were offensive) and
went
according to Eastern Kentucky 4-for-4 from the free-throw
line.
head coach Jeff Neubaurer.
-Ivan and Ed in the paint
With 2:53 left in the game were factors." said Kenned
y.
and the score tied at 64, Daniel "We've been struggling
in that
went up strong on the offensive area and needed both those
guys
glass and tipped in a rebound off to step up. That was big
to see."
one of the Racers' few missed
Also scoring in double-figfree throws of the night.
ures for MSU were Isacc Miles,
"I don't know how it hap- who notched 13 points and
pened, but that was the one that Jenkins, who poured in 10.
really hurt us,- Neubauer said. Jenkins also notched six assists
"A lot of times in a close game and four steals.
like this, you think about the last
Even after Aska's score with
minute of the game. But quite 1:07 left, the Colonels still had
honestly, that rebound that we some fight left. Josh Daniel tied
couldn't come up with, that was the game at 70 with 55 seconds
painful."
left, but Miles drove in for a
The Racers claimed 10 offen- layup on the Racers' ensuing
sive rebounds throughout the possession to give Murray State
night. put five players in double
IS Soo RACERS,2B

Boarding up
ALEX jONES, EKU EXPLOIT RACERS ON BOARDS, SEND
MSU TO FIFTH CONSECUTIVE LOSS

TOMMY UU
Sports Editor
RI('HMOND, Ky. - Mariah
Robinson couldn't quite find the
word to describe how she and
her Murray 'State teammates felt
when Eastern Kentucky hit
three-pointer after momentumkiling three-pointer Thursday
night.
She knew one thing, however
- 'frustrated' wouldn't cut it.
"There's got to be a better
word than that," said the sophomore guard, who went for a
team-high 21 points in a losing
effort at EKU's McBrayer
Arena.
"It was above and beyond,
Hawksworth went 4-8 with a
4.98 ERA in 45 games, includ- especially when their percenting eight starts. The 27-year-old ages weren't that good They
righty went 4-0 as a rookie in were shooting out of character."
The Colonels handed the
2009.
Hawksworth's season ended Racers their fifth consecutive
when he was hit in the face by a loss, an 83-73 defeat in which
line drive in late September. He EKU got five three-pointers
needed about 20 stitches after from Reese Bass and four from
being struck by the liner off the Cherie White.
Coming into Thursday's
bat of the Cubs' Sam Fuld.
game.
Bass was shooting 18 perTulle, who agreed to a
cent from beyond the arc while
See CAR08, 28
White was good 22 percent of

the time.
As a team, the Lady Colonels
sank 14 threes. shooting 45 percent from long range.
Many of the threes came on
kick-backs after offensive
rebounds, a category in which
Eastern exploited Murray State,
grabbing 14 offensive boards
and beating the Racers 51-29 in
overall rebounding.
"It was offensive rebound,
kick-out, three," said MSU
coach Rob Cross, whose squad
falls to 2-5 overall and 0-1 in
conference play.
"If we get the defensive
rebound, they dent score as
much. It came down to rebounding."
EKU forward Alex Jones
notched a double-double, grabbing 18 rebounds to go with II
points.
The Racers got just one
rebound from junior forward
Kayla Lowe, while freshman
Jessica Winfrey collected six.
Winfrey turned in a strong
game offensively, scoring a
career-high 17 points.
"I challenge her to be the best

rebounder in thc conference,"
Cross said of his 5-foot-10 redshin freshman. "She's a freshman, and that's probably not fair
to ask her to do that, but she has
the ability. ...I felt like Kayla
Lowe was tentative going for
balls, and you can't do that and
win on the road."
Despite the disparity on the
boards, the Racers played well
enough to win, holding a fivepoint lead as late as the sevenminute mark.
EKU responded with a 12point run, in which they collected three otlensive rebounds, to
take a 64-57 lead.
The Racers did shoot better
than their season-average. hitting 41percent from the field.
Robinson was 8-for-14 from
the field and 3-for-4 from threepoint range, turning in a seasonhigh and answering Cross' call
to be more aggressive in going
to the basket rather than settling
for perimeter shots.
"I felt like I was more aggressive, and 1 made the layups with
contact so that was nice," she
•S4a. WOMEN,28
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Murray State guard Rachati Isom gets this shot swatte
d
away by Eastern Kentucky guard Marie Carpenter during
the first half of Thursday's game at Mcerayer Arena
In
Richmond.
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TITANS FOOTBALL

Moss: Frustration from no wins,
not few catches
TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Randy Moss says he isn't
frustrated over having just four
catches since Tennessee won
him off the waiver wire.
No, the veteran receiver isn't
happy that the Titans have yet
to in since he joined the team.
'The only thing that really
frustrates me is winning and
losing,- Moss said Thursday.
"Me getting the ball and we
lose the game. I'm still frustrated. Me not getting the ball and
us winning would make me
happy. Us going out here and
just trying to find a way to win
is really what's going to satisfy
me and everybody else in this
locker room.
Moss has had only 12 balls
thrown at him in three games
with Tennessee. He has four
catches for 49 yards and no
touchdowns, anemic numbers
considering, he ranks eighth in
NFL history with 952 receptions for 14,927 yards and 153
career TDs.
The I2-year veteran said that
a lot of what goes on in an

organization really isn't in his
control.
The Titans (5-6) have had
plenty of drama the three
none
weeks, surprisingly
involving Moss. Instead, it's
been Vince Young's seasonending injury and storming out
of the team locker room, the
offensive coordinator's cancer
diagnosis and cornerback
Cortland Finnegan's fight with
Texans receiver Andre Johnson
in last week's 20-0 loss to
Houston.
Moss said the Titans have
been shooting themselves in the
foot They have lost four
straight games, three of those
coming since winning their
claim of Moss on Nov. 3. Moss
has played with a different
starting quarterback in each
game., and he said that's been
hard.
"Me not getting any balls
and things going on the past
couple weeks is not really getting me down," Moss said.
The Titans are a game out of
first in the AFC South and host
the Jaguars (6-5) on Sunday
with Jacksonville tied atop the

•Racers
From Page 18
the lead for good.
Canaan sank two free throws
to seal the victory, which helped
MSU improve 4-3 overall and I (1 in the OVC going into
Saturday night's showdown with
preseason
runner-up
pick
Morehead State.
On Thursday, Murray State
struggled to score early, shooting 36 percent in the first half
but improving to 60 in the second.
Kennedy also went to a bigger lineup in the second half,
playing two forwards for most
of the period after going with a
four-guard lineup for most of the
first half.
The Racers also adjulied to
Eastern's offense, which relied
heavily on backdoor cuts, as the
game went along.
"They're a tough team to prepare for especially in the short
time and you've got to give them
credit,- Kennedy said. 'Their
backdoor cuts hurt us, but in the
second half we did a better job
of keeping everything in front of
us.
The Racers did suffer an
injury casualty when Jewuan
Long went down with a back
injury after driving to the basket
around the 10-minute mark of
the second. He converted the
layup, but did not return.

division. They are hoping that
veteran Kerry Collins starts
Sunday instead of rookie Rusty
Smith, and the veteran practiced fully Thursday.
"Hopefully with Kerry and
the things we've done to change
around the offense a little bit
this week, hopefully man we
can put some drives together
and move the ball up and down
the field and stay on the field
...." Moss said. "I just want to
win some games. That's what I
want to do."
Moss joined the Titans with
people telling him how great it
would be for him to play with
Chris Johnson, the sixth man in
NFL history to run for at least
2,000 yards in a season.
Johnson, who says Moss has
been a great teammate and
someone he goes to for advice
since joining the team, had a
career-low 5 yards on seven
carries in the last loss.
And Moss sounded like a
sage veteran, not a troublemaker on his third team this season,
when he counseled hard work
for a team that's been its own
worst enemy.

"We just got to work. The
coaches coach, the players play.
I think that goes hand in hand. I
think that if we're going to try
to make a playoff push because
we're one game out of this division, coaches got to be on their
A-game and players got to be
on their A-game," Moss said.
"That's how you make that
playoff push."
Winning Sunday would be a
stall.
"Everybody wants it, but we
can't talk about it. We have to
go out and make it happen,"
Moss said.
Asked about Johnson, whose
locker sits closest a couple feet
away, Moss said it's a pleasure
to play with the third-year running back. Moss is trying his
best to get Johnson to follow
all the way to the
his ways to
cold tub. But he hasn't had sue cess there yet.
"That's the one thing I can't
get him to do. I'm in the cold
tub every day resting these old
legs of mine. But he's young.
Hopefully it doesn't but normally ... Father Time is undefeated," Moss said.

Murray Stets 24 50 -- 74
Eastern Ky 27 45 — 72
Bitellatn Ky.(3i4) — Perrin 17. Daniel
15, Cruz 12, McDonald 10. Allgood 6.
Jo Jones 5, Storirnes 5, is. Jones 1,
.13Iwison 1
FO:25-42 Slit:6-17 FT: 20-23
Rebounds: 24. Ttentwerar 15
glum IS (44)— Canaan 17, Alike
16. Ill's 13. Daniel 11, Jenkins 10.
Poole 3. Long 2. McClain 2
FS: 23-47 3-pt: 6-13 Fit 22-26.
Ilitbessisis: 22. 110110,111.11: 11

Up Next
Murray Mate at
Morehead (Saharday)
When: 7 p.m
Where: Johnson Arena (Monmheed, Ky.)
TV: R&COr Network, VVazoo Srxwts
%CGS, 103 7 FM
IliseoeUR: IASI)4.3(1.0 OVC), MORE
4-3(1-0, OVC)
MSU *ads 103-48.
Last lialiedne: MEW on 62-51 In OVC
Championship In Nashville in 2010

Kentucky bracing for

North Carolina big men
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SCOREBOARD
First R$91011 Boys Basketball
Thursday
Fulton Co 54. Graves Co 65
Rowland 81, Hickman Co 71
Tonight
Caldwell Co at Madisonville-North
Hopkins,6 pm
CCA at Carlisle Co . 6 p m
Fulton City at Paducah Tilghman. 6
pm
TBA at Marshall Co 6 30 p m (at
Marshall Co Hooplest)
Crittenden Co at Trigg Co. 730 p m
Fulton Co at Dawson Spnngs. 7 30
p.m
Livingston Central at l.yon
7 30
p.m.
Hickman Co al St. Mary, 7.30 p m
Baked Memorial sit Heath, 8 pm
First Magian WS Maaliseall
Muriel*
Rol:Nand 71. leitman Co. 86 (overtime)
ledge
Miaow Co , IN at Marshal Co 5 p.m
(Marshal Co Hooplest)
Ballard Memorial at Heath, 6 p m
CrItenden Co. at Trigg Co , 6 p.m
Livingston Central at Lyon Co.,6 p m
Lone Oak FuNon City. 7-15 p.m
Caldwell Co at Madisonville-North
Hopkins, 7 30 p.m
Paducah Tilghman at Hickman Co.
7 30 p m
St Mary at Rowland. 730 p.m
CCA at Cul** Co.. 7.45 p.m
Murray v. Ensworth, Tan,(at
Weshlow (Mutiny Tenn.), 8 p.m
OVC Orisiseall
Thursdity
Tannesses-Mattin 49, Morehead St 70
Munay St 74, Eastern Kentucky 72
TO(111011111111 St. 67 Eastern Illinois 66
Austin Peay 78. SE Missoun St 00

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL
"He said he could play, but
(trainer) Eric (Frederick) didn't
clear him," Kennedy said. "It
was a heck of a play driving to
the basket."
The game was delayed due to
a fire in the building before th
women's game.
McBrayer Arena had to be
evacuated and the game didn't
start until around 7:45 p.m.
Central time.
Murray State tips off at
Morehead State at 7 p.m.
Saturday.

1 ,1( ,1

National Football League
Thursday
Houston Texans 24. Philadelphia
Eagles 34

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — defensive transition. They do a
Since Kentucky center Enes great job of getting early post
Notion* hasheesh Association
Kanter was ruled pennaneatly position, and that is their first
Ali Timm CST
EASTMAN CONFONENCE
ineligible for receiving improper look. Everybody who plays
Allsedic Ohesion
bandits, the WfidcaM have yet them, forever, knows the first
W
L Pci GB
to be truly tested inside.
thing is getting back on defenBoston
14 4 778
—
New York
10 9 526 4L2
Saturday should charge that. sive transition. You can't allow
The 10th-ranked Wildcats(5- them easy baskets, you've got to
I) travel to Chapel Hill to play make their post players work
North Carolina_ The Mr Heels and don't give them any angles
(4-3) are expected to start 7- to the goal."
footer Tyler Zeller and 6-10 forCoach John C,alipari was at From Page 10
ward John Henson in the game. practice on Thursday bat said. "I felt like since I hadn't
been shooting it well, it was
The two have combined to aver- declined to talk to reporters
age 25.8 points and 17.6 while continuing mourn the a must to drive first"
Winfrey's perfornpancg, via
rebounds through seven games. death of his mother,Donna, who
With Kanter ineligible, passed away last-weeten&—---....alan„.alacciiisagans. considering
Kentucky has started senior Josh
The NCAA was
to 1. the ItAcers
must battle one of the Ohio
Harrellson (6-10, 275 pounds)in hear an appeal this week on the
all six of its games — the team's ruling in Kanter's case, but Valley Conference's best post
only starter over 6-8. Junior Robic said he didn't know "any- players
in Ashar Harris Saturday at
any Vargas, a 6-11 forward in thing" about the case or the
Morehead State.
his first year as a junior-college hearing.
In fact, Winfrey will have
transfer, is the only option to
"I'm just like everybody else
gone up against two of the prerotate with Harrellson under- around here," he said.
neath.
Freshman
guard mier post
point
threats in the league by the
Harrellson and Vargas have Brandon Knight said Kentucky
combined for 8.5 points and has done a "decent job" of run- time the first weekend of con12.6 rebounds per game.
ning its transition defense, but ference
play concludes, thanks also
The lack of size "presents a Saturday will be a true test of
to her battle with Jones
big challenge," Kentucky assis- where it stands.
tant coach John Roble said.
"It's definitely an area we still Thursday.
"It's making me better," she
"The biggest thing for our guys have to get better at," Knight
said. "I have to learn to be as
is going to be getting back on said.

7
7 11 389
Toronto
6 13 316 812
New Jersey
9
5 13.278
Philadelphia
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
14 4 778
Orlando
12 7 632 212
Atlanta
12 8600
3
Miami
6 12 333
8
Charlotte
5 12 294 8L2
Washington
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
9 7.583
Chicago
1-2
9 8 529
Indiana
7 11 389
3
Cleveland
4
6 12.333
Metwaukee
6 13 316 412
Detroit
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
Pct GB
15 3833
San Antonio
14 4 778
1
Deltas
13 5 722
2
New °deans
8 11 421 71,2
Memphis
6 12.333
9
Houston
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
15 5 750
Utah
Oklahoma City
13 6 664 112
11
8647 2L2
Denys,
6
8 10 444
Portland
to
4 14 222
Minnesota
Peelle Division
W
L Pct GB
13 6 884
L A Lakers
9 9 500 312
Phoenix
8 11 421
5
Golden State
4 12 250 7L2
Sacramento
9
4 15 211
L A Clippers

Thursday's Games
Miami 118, Cleveland 90
Phoenix 107. Golden State 101
Friday's Games
New Jersey at Charlotte. 6 p m
Oklahoma City at Toronto. 6 pm
Portland at Washington. 6 pm
Philedeiphia at Atlanta, 630 p m
Orlando at Detroit. 6 30 p m
Houston at Memphis. 7p m
New York at New Orleans. 7 pm
Chicago at Boston. 7 pm
Minnesota at San Antonio, 7 30 p m
L A Clippers at 000v0f. 8 pm
Indiana at Phoenix. 8 pm
Sacramento at L A Lakers. 9 30 p m
Dallas at Utah. 930 p m

•Women

physical as them. I'm looking forward to (facing Harris)."
Eastern Kentucky led for
most of the first half and took a
fivepoint lead into the locker
MUM.

In addition to big nights
from Winfrey and Robinson,
the Racers got
15 points from Lowe and
nine from true freshman guard
Allison
Karst.
EKU had four players in
double-figures. led by 23
points from Bass.
White added 20.
Murray
faces
State
Morehead State at 4:45 p.m.
Saturday.

LOUISVILLE BASKETBALL

Louisville getting comfortable in new home
his team will need to rely on if it
mx 411110VES
AP Spoils Writer
wants to survive in the rejuvenatLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — ed Big East.
Louisville coach Rick Pitino has
"I think this team realizes how
some advice for Big East they have to win, that they're not
Commissioner John Marinatto on going to blow people away with
where the conference should go their talent or size," Pitino said.
next after TCU accepted an invi- 'They understand who they arc,
tation to become the league's 17th what they are and how to get betmember in 2012.
The schedule hasn't exactly
"I have made the suggestion to
him in tertns of the 18th team not been daunting save for a seasongoing for Villanova in football opening victory over Butler.
but going with MIT because that's That's not necessarily a bad thing.
what it's going out to take to fig- Pitino knew there would be a
ure out the other sports in the Big feeling out process as his mishEast," he said with a laugh. "We mashed group — part of what
do need MIT drastically because he's called a "bridge year"
John is not figuring this one out." gels.
Thankfully for Pitino, the
The team is ahead of schedule,
equation surrounding his team is but the Cardinals aren't exactly
decidedly simpler.
getting ahead of themselves.
The Cardinals are off to a 4-0 There's plenty of work to do over
start heading into Wednesday's the next month before conference
against
game
Florida play begins.
International (4-2) behind the
Angered over Marshall's 25
kind of selfless play Pinta) said offensive rebounds in a some-

$1.00 OFF (per bag)
ALL

Nutrensr Horse Feed
Offer Valid December 1st - 11th

SOUTHERN SIMMS
Southern States Calloway Service
• Au, v KY 1,'() 1
270-753-1423

what lethargic 80-66 win over the
Thundering Herd on Saturday,
Pitino ordered extra sprints in
practice while ditching the somewhat low-key approach he'd
adopted during the offseason. He
expenenced a surprising feeling
while watching his players lug up
and down the court: remorse.
"Al McGuire said anything
you yell at your players and you
feel bad about it. you should get
out, so I'm thinking about getting
out," Nino said. "1 didn't feel
good about it because they're
such nice guys. They work so
hard, they're such a refreshing
group to be around. They give
everything they have, but that
being said you can't give up 25
second shots in a game."
Consider
the
message
receivetl.
"We need to get stronger," said
point guard Peyton Siva.

•Cards
From Page 18
$750,(XX), one-year deal, spent
the last five years with Toronto.
The 33-year-old lefty was 2-6
with a 6.40 ERA in 34 games.
five of them starts.
Tallet is 16-23 with a 4.65
ERA in 223 games with Toronto
and Cleveland. He made a
career-high 25 starts for the Blue
Jays in 2009 and held left-handed hitters to a .176 batting average.
Mozeliak said Millet would
be used as a left-handed specialist as the replacement for freeagent Dennys Reyes.
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NOTICE
Advertisers we
"'CUSTOM BB01***
requested to ohm*
Shoulders, Turkeys. &
the first Insertion of
Wild Game.
theft ad for any error.
270-227-3309
Murray Ledger &
71mee will be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Lodger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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FOUND: Young black &
tan male dog with a
short tall in Lynn Grove
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GegeerelAMINLIngiude; This position serves under the direction of the
Support &MAWS Supervisor. Resconsibilities for this position include, but
or. not limited to: Assemble and maintain complete patient medical records
Mid Mee. Interview patient to ensure completeness and accuracy of demoInformation required for various services and programs Route/direct
to appropriate staff person. Collect, record, and enter fees obtained
form patients into statewide network. Prepare routine letters, labels, and
other appropriate material. Answer multi-line phone system. Schedule .nrtial
and follow-up patent appointments. Review appropriate reporting sheet
(Patient Encounter Forms)(PEF) of services provided to ensure completeness and acairacy. Generate and/or issue Woman Infant and Children
(WIC). Request routine reports available from the PSRS, inventory and
order ono,supple'. Maintain auto-dialer according to agency and patient

Honest Single Mom
needs work. Will sit
elderly,
with
run
errands. dialysis. 270873-2051 or 227-7537
RETIRED MILITARY
SEEKING
SPOUSE
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

MDM COMPUTERS

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

lExperknot; High School Diploma or
OED and one (1) year of moderately &Intuit business or public administra-

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

IlbiliaillistiarldmilfanarlinInagazoodance; Additional riot/cation
(college, vocational school, etc) in business education or a medically related fleld may substitute for the required experience on a year for year basis.
Isar Iatee'y: 513.40/hOUr with an increase in salary within the first year of
employment. Grade 9. Excellent benefit package, which includes retirement
and health insurance.
ammemilea; may be obtained at any of our Purchase District Health
Colson Of at 11110SsIda.lotachdtlabilhduaginm
Completed application and transcript must be returned by close of business
on December 13, 2010 to Purcham District Health Department, P.O. Box
2367, Paducah, KY 42002. Resume will not substitute for completed
applIcellon. Equal Opportunity Employer. Applicants and employees in this

Buying & Selling
old U S Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Call 753-1916

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson at
270-153-1916
t.i..:iiiart:at ime TitIV1 vs j

wil be required to submit a background check.

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position o
Advertising
Representative.
Sales
Responsibihties for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree i
Advertising, Marketing, or Public Relation.
preferred. but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part o
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Ph Place

EN= LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER
• Full Time
SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time
Competitive salary, paid vacations and
generous employee discounts. Retail experience preferred.
Apply la por000 at
306 S. 13th Street, Murray

Murray Electric System
Position: Seise Professional
Murray Electric System Is looking to fill a
full-time position for sales of our broadband
services. This position will include an
exceptional benefit package including health,
dental, vision and life insurance, paid sick &
vacation leave, and participation in Kentucky
state retirement. This will be a salary plus
commission based position. This position will
require the following qualifications: highly
Motivated, energetic, organized/ 4oal oriented.
excellent communication skills to work with
customers, exceptional patience and listening
skills, and good time management.
Applications will be required and can be picked
up at our office at 401 Olive Street, Murray, KY
M-F 7.30-4:15PM. ABSOULETLY NO PHONE
CALLS!!! Applications will be accepted through
December 17, 2010 at 4:15 PM.

Articles
For Sala
Ithwasa
C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positions available on
1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckiones.net
V
www.chuckicnes.net
for
complete
job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

Case tractor(801 BI
real estate lots Will
consider trades
753-4109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bar
gains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N Treasures. Free gifts
for kids_ Buy and
appraise coins.
270-753-4161
Electric
Wheelchair.
Used 10 times in
house Brand new condition.
Located
in
Murray . Call cell 404313-1051
RICH top soil, red gravel for sale
210-3781, 559-2032
Slabs & Sawdust.
270-293-9063

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our t lassineds
wehpage at
murrayledger torn.
you will he redirected
to iohnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local nit)
listings will appear on
this 'scissile
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwoik 4.1111
are phit.cd through
the Murray Ledger
IQ Times Please
if you have any
question,regarding
the Murray area
listings [hank Nou

LOCAL ladies retail
store is now hiring parttime. Computer skills
needed_ Outgoing personality would be a
plus. Must be able to
work Saturdays if necessary. Please send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-0 Murray. KY
42071

NOW
Hiring Front
Desk. Apply in person
only.
Holiday
Inn
Express Hwy 841 N
Murray

2 BR 1 BA mobile
home, furnished. $125
weekly
References
required.
270-753-6558
581
i-$295.00
2BR $250.00
753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-986€

refrigerator Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little.
270-761-5340

Calloway Garden
DISCI Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I RR lir 288 Apts
270-753-8556
TDB 1-1100-545-1133
FM_ 2/13
F ,4oal oppoftunoty

NEAR university Like
new large 2BR C/H/A
Low utilities Quiet
What you've been
looking for $450
deposit.
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759 4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today
270-753 2905
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211

LARGE
SELEC TION

ULTIMATE 2BR, 2BA
APARTMENT'
Complete with latest
appliances, beautiful
carport & shaded patio
Central gas heat and
air. Excellent location
from university and
district
shopping
$630/mo with small
pets. 270-753-3018

SU !ILI( I: WI

mit0 APP1.IAN( IS
VVARD ELKINS

* * mat *

(270) 753 1713

HOLLINDAY

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Experience
Pool Tobias Booght, Sold
Serviced and Moved
731 819 4655

1 OR 2br sots. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required_ 753-4109.
113E1, price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman RE 7539898.

I BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980
2BR. 2BA duplex.
$525/mo. +1/mo security deposit, no pets
please. Available
12/17/2010 Call
492-8566 after 6pm or
293-8566
213R, Cill/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom. dock. P. lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Names For Ule
2BR & Lot, 310.900
270-753-6012

X-Ray Tech needed
Or will train qualifed
person Please
call
270-759-1116

let Full Mo Rent Fres

Car

22 Cu. ft. Hot Poin

PECO

%Abe

ASSISTANT needed
for
doctor's office
Ability to deal with peso* a must. Will train
person
qualified
Please call 759-1118
for details

72X 16 vinyl siding
2BR, 288 Completely
renovated. Laminate
wood and tile floors,
new countertops, metal
roof, whirlpool lacuzzi.
Includes decks appliances. AC unit. Call
270-293-6321.

DISCLAIMER

!JO

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we MI have
Furry or Feathered
Mends Here at the
Ledger & Timm.

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 4150

Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

requiremares.

Ivo experience in• medical, hospital, or administrative office environment
using alecbonic °Moe equipment and professional software.

$anta savings

• SOW11101111
*

*'
;
Give a gift subscription to the
1
;
*

. ,

MURRAY

* IJLIHILli&

i

III/Ws :1,1

;
;

Home Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
3 mo.
3
me.
$35.00
$55.00
6 me.
6 me.
$63.00
$105.00
1 yr.
$110.00
1 yr.
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
$7030 3 mo.
$96.00
990.1* 6 ma
$120.00 1 yr.
$145.00

Rest of Kli'aN
vr.or .t

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr
Check

Money Order

Visa

M/C

St Addro.ss

4BR, C/H/A, all appli
ances. Coleman HE
753-9898.

City

DUPLEX Lynn drove
on 94W Large, 2BR.
1 5 bath, garage, all
appliances
1 small
indoor pet allowed
$675 mo.
270-227-1743

I Mytime Ph

a
Zip

Mail this coupon with payment t,,
Murray Ledger & 'Eimer+
P.O. Box 10-10
Murray, KY 42071
I Ii i-all 127on 753-1916
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AUCTION

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 1201 St.
Behind Murray Business Center
•
a

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
ze n
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

10am, Dec. 4, 2010 at Olive Branch Auction Realty four
miles South of Murray on Hwy 641.
Selling 8N Ford tractor; 12" bottom plows; 2 row cultivator; pond scoop; 2 grader blades; single point subsoiler; section harrow; Troy Bilt rear tine garden tiller;
Wheel Horse mower; Air Compressor; 1100 watt generator; 900 lb capacity yard roller; ladders; leaf blowers; rolt around tool chest; hand tools; dishes;
Furniture- hand crafted walnut hutch; sofa; chests;
sewing machine; quilts; drop leaf dining table with
matching chairs and buffet. Assorted living room
chairs; Tater/Onion boxes; pictures and prints to
include one water color by Winslow Homer; Barbie Doll
collectibles (NIB). Please visit "AuctionZip.com" and
enter ID 8652 for details and photos. Much More!
Michael D. Conley - Auctioneer 270.293.3232

SUDOKU
Concoptis Sudaku

31
1 -7 5- t
, 6 7
i_
_
5 91
16
8,

1.8,A4
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iss For Salo

309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA.
new
decor.
$77,900. 474-2520.
BRAND new 313R 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors.
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open tioor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

Now 24
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7688

WIC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Mien
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 292-4183
9 a.m. -4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WARE HOUSES

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4fli ST.
Career of Ills. & Gleadda.
inle $25 19115 MO
(279)4M-2324

naltt:r7
11,1141r12
OPEN House
Saturday 1:00-3:00
31 East Y
3811, 1.5BA
Beautiful home.
Motivated sailor.
$129.000 Make offer.

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

& Sumba
CKC
Chihuahua
Puppies. Ready Now.
$250. 270-227-0924
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
REGISTERED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups. Vet checked and
ready to go. 1 -male.
$250. Call 293-0575.
Shih-T zu
puppies
AKC. CKC, male $200$300 270-251-0310
evenings

*an
al
Yea am
natal as Ow
east npenieseed
in NW Ky.
483 be ihyisr Dal

753-772S
Since 1986
l
24 HOUR SIUMCI
Res ('urn.. Kt Intl
Licensed & hisurcd
All iobs - big or small

753150
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8133)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient, 38R, 2BA 2car garage. 2,240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
Concrete
driveway.
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781. 559-2032.

(278)293-69111

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

2008 Roketa 250
Scooter. $700. Honda
Helix Scooter, $700
Great Condition.
270-293-7252

Drywall
Hanging,
Finishing, Patch Jobs.
All Phases of Painting.
FREE ESTIMATES!
Call 270-293-8656 Or
270-227-9193

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
'Flight Review
'Discovery Flight

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
flicI /thitice

2006 Nissan Titan 4x4.
Crew Cab. $12.900
2005 Ford F-150, 4X4,
Quad Cab, $8.900.
2008 Mercury Mariner,
sun-roof, 39k, $14,495.
C&K Motors
We Trade!
www.ckmotorsky.com
270-705-5973
2003 Jaguar S-Type,
Fully Loaded, excellent
condition_ $9.850.
270-970-8416

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood Insured. 4892839
II \It'a
a'S.

1
\11 N I

• weekly & vpecial pickups
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
11,11111111111 f 'elude

2000
Chevrole
Silverado
Z71.
Extended Cab, 4x4.
$6,900. 270-970-8416

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs fop 2938814
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates,
starting at $15 270753-2405
0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
•

•
270 711i-1021
270- 703%100t.)
Johhny 0 Bryan

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Roots
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling A Plumbing
Will Do Insot once Work
V563 & Masten,ard Lepled

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry service.
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities_
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'Average Weekly Pay
$1,000+ 'Paid vacation
and holidays. CDL-A
with year TiT expcnence. 1-888-WORK-4US www.averittcareers.com EDE.
Hiring CDL-A Solo
Drivers & Teams for
OTR! Plenty of Miles +
Hometime! Min age 23

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FREE HD For Life!
Only on DISH
Network, Lowest price
in America! $24 99/
mo for over 120
Channels! $500
Bonus' 1-866-2403844

w/ 24 mons exp. Apply
www.summitt.com
or 1-866-333-5333

felonies. Lease purchase available 800441-4271 xKY-100

Hornady
Transportation Miles,
Money & Home Time!
Start up to 42 cpm
Sign-on Bonus available Great Benefits!!
Great Hometimell 0TH
Experience Req'd. No

Short Haul, Long Haul,
Regional. Owner
Operators!!! No force
dispatch Van freight.
No Touch, Baseplates
and fuel cards available Call Anytime 502797-1344.

Gun Show. Dec. 11-12.
Sat. 9-5 & Sun. 9-4.
Somerset. The Center
(2292 S. Hwy 27) Buy,
Sell, Trade. Info:
(563)927-8176

EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
NEW Norwood
SAWMILLSLumberMate-Pro handles logs 34— diameter, mills boards 28"
wide, Automated
quick-cycle-sawing
increases efficiency up
to
www_NorwoodSavenills
.com/300N 1-800-6617746 Ext 300N
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW'Cash for
your structured settlement or annuity payments Call JO
Wentworth. 1-866SETTLEMENT (1-866738-8536) Rated A+
by the Better Business
Bureau
HELP WANTED
Able To Travel! Hiring
8 people. No experience necessary.
Transportation &
Lodging furnished.
Paid training. Work &
Travel Entire USA.
Start Today! www.protekchemical.com 208598-1879.

Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
ATTEND COLLEGE
Online from home_
'Medical, 'Business,
'Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice_ Job Placement
assistance. Computer
available Financial Aid
it qualified. Call 866460-9765
www CenturaOnline.co

Play Where the
Hooter s Tour plays.
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown,
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky. Call 502570-9849 for tee times.
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW! DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
for TMC & WERNER
No Experience needed! Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training. 1st yr. avg.
income $38,000.
Tuition Financing
Available (502)9556388 or (866)244-3644
CALL NOW! BIH
Trucking Company/
International Truck
Dnving School Now
taking Students! No
CDL, No problem!
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified. or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
CDL-A Drivers. We've
never looked better!
Our packages of benefits is the best its ever
been. Pay, Bonuses,
Miles, Equipment.
$500 Sign-On for
Flatbed. CDL-A. 6mo.
OTR. Western
Express 888-8015295.
Driver- Home Weekly!
No touch Freight! No
forced NE/ NYC!6
months experience No
Felony/ DUI last 5 yrs.
Solos & Teams wanted New pay package!
877-740-6262
www.ptlanc.com
Drivers- 100% Tuition
Paid CDL Training!
Start your new career.
No credit check, No
experience required!
Call- 888-417-7564
CRST Expedited
www.JoinCRST.com
Dnvers/ CDL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL.
We train and EMPLOY
you! Company Driverc
up to 40K first year.
New Team Pay' Up to
.480/ mile. Class-A
CDL Training. Regional
Locations! (877)3697192 www.centraldrivingjobs.net.
Drivers- FOOD
TANKER DRIVERS
NEEDED. OTR positions available NOW!
COL-A w/ Tanker
Req'd. Outstanding
pay & benefits! Call a
recruiter TODAY! 877882-6537 www.oakleytransport.corn
Drivers- Regional Van
Drivers. 35-37 cpm
based on experience_
BCBS Benefits package. Home EVERY
week_ CDL-A with 1
year experience
required Call 888-3628608 or apply at
www.averatcareers.co
xi Equal Opportunity
Employer
Flatbed Drivers
Needed! Home Every
Wee.k! 'CSA Ready!
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First Serve
ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

DIVORCE with or without Children $125.
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
easy. Call us 24hrs./
7days: 1-888-7890198;
www.CounDivorceSery

Nuclear Power
Trainee. Qualified candidates needed for
unique training program in the nuclear
power field_ Ideal appli560
cant must have a high
school diploma with
above average math
skills.
Age 17-34.
FREE
TO
GOOD
Salary. bonus, medHOME!
ical/ dental and earned
9 month old male
vacation while in trainSiamese. Full blooded,
has all shots. For infor- ing. Call 1-800-21321834, M-F. 8a to
mation call
5:30p
270-988-2166

Times

753-8087

Sale! CDL Training
starting at $1995! WIA
approved. Job placement assistance.
Tuition reimbursement
available. Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy Mt. Sterling,
KY 859-498-9988,
800-883-0171.

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Free
Pallets
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250
with one order, one
payment. For information, contact the classitad department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

Home-Based Internet
Business. $500$1000i month parttime $2,000- $5,00e/
month full-time possible. Flexible hours
Training provided.
FREE details.
anvw.k348.com

3301 St. Rt 1 2 IN.

Umitl Trucks

6 Lots Deep Wel
Septic. 270-761-5340

.1,1 'it'
/u 9,13 0//11

*nights

Hill Electricl

ess For Asia

1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets! 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2BR.
1I3A,
2-car
garage. large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus
secunty 978-7441.
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray. no pets.
759-4826.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A,
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
VERY nice 313R with
garage. C/H/A, and
appliances. Coleman
RE
753-9898

YOUR AD
( OULD BF
HERE FOR
ONLY $75 00
A MON ti
( ALL 753-1916
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Room for rent in up
scale Gatesborough
home Fully furnished_
Includes all utilities_
$400/Mo. Must be tidy.
417-337-3561

753-181h '227-0611

culled hi the Federal Fair
[lousing Art which make. it
illegal to advertnac io

addition

Far Rent

)411.111411111.1.

ttourring Act Notice

Answer to previous puzzle

9
27

)11110.11iy I CNCI ****

a

Est*
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. WD,
refrigerator.
sto
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric_
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

lit Dasc (ircch

29,
8
1
-

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3353

Sudoefu is a numb S placing puzzle based on a 909 gnu with
siveral given numbers The otiect is to place the numbers I to 9
In the empty squares so that each row each column and each
3o3 boo contains the same 1111Mbef only once The difficulty levet
of the Conceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Murray I

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of Dec. 6-1() have
been released by Pat Lane, (7alloway director, and Mallory
Cathey, Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes,
based on availability, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack - Monday cheese sticks, crackers: Tuesday - peanut butter and jelly
sandwich; Wedmsday - cheese crackers; Thursday - poptart.
milk; Friday - animal crackers, milk. Breakfast - Monday breakfast pizza, pears, milk; Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy,
juice, milk; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, hashbrown patty,
toast, juice. milk; Thursday - chicken biscuit, juice, milk; Friday - cereal, muffin, juice, milk; Lunch - Monday - chicken
fajita, refried beans, lettuce/salsa, milk; Tuesday - cheese
pizza, whole kernel corn, peaches, milk; Wednesday - chicken and noodles, green beans, strawberry cup, roll, milk; Thursday - mini corn dogs, green peas coleslaw, milk; Friday peanut butter and jelly sandwich, carrots w/dip, orange, milk.
Elementaries - Snack - Monday - cereal, peach cup, milk,
Tuesday - nacho chips, salsa, milk; Wednesday - peanut butter and jelly sandwich, milk; Thursday - cheese, crackers,
milk; Friday - apple cinnamon toast, milk; Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup; Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Thursday - yogurt and toast;
Friday - apple cinnamon toast; Lunch - Monday - spaghetti
wfrexas toast, weiner winks, grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - pizza, turkey and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and
jelly sandwich; Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, pimento
cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich, Thursday - taco
salad. chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich, Friday - turkey and dressing, corn dog, yogurt and animal crackers.
Middle - Breakfast - Monday - ham and cheese biscuit;
Tuesday - apple cinnamon toast; Wednesday - pancakes and
sausage on a stick w/syrup; Thursday - biscuit w/sausag
e
gravy; Friday - breakfast burrito; Lunch - Monday - super
nachos w/Mexican cornbread, chuckwagon sandwich, ham and
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - oven fried chicken w/roll,
hot
ham and Swiss sandwich; pimento cheese sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti wfrexas toast, hamburger, submarine
sandwich; Thursday - cream of potato soup w/grilled cheese,
chicken sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - foot
long
chili dog, spicy chicken sandwich, turkey and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast - Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday apple cinnamon toast; Wednesday - ham and cheese biscuit,
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Friday - cinnamon
raisin
biscuit. Lunch - Monday - chili cheese crispito, spicy
chicken sandwich; Tuesday - lasagna WI-axes toast, grilled
cheese
and ham sandwich; Wednesday - super nachos, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Thursday - bbg sandwich,
pizzaburger; Friday - chicken nuggets w/roll, hamburger.
MURRAY CITY
Murray Elementary - Breakfast - (toast and cereal,
milk
and juice served daily) - Monday - scrambled eggs,
Tuesday
- biscuit/gravy; Wednesday - pancake sausage
on a stick:
Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - yogurt w/graham
crackers; Lunch - (Fruit and milk served daily) - Monday
- cheeseburger, tuna salad, tater tots, baked beans; Tuesday
- salisbury steak w/gravy, chicken sandwich, macaroni
and cheese,
green beans, side salad, Wednesday - beef nuggets,
submarine sandwich, mashed potatoes, green beans;
Thursday mini burritos, ham and cheese sandwich, pinto
beans, Mexican rice, side salad; Friday - stuffed crust
pizza, fish sticks:
corn, vegetables and dip_
Middle - Breakfast - (toast and cereal, milk and
juice
served daily) - Monday - French toast sticks: Tuesday
- chicken biscuit; Wednesday - cinnamon roll.
Thursday - bacon
biscuit; Friday - sausage biscuit; Lunch - (Fruit
and milk
served daily) - Monday - chicken quesadilla
, turkey and cheese
sub, refried beans, corns; Tuesday
- chicken noodle soup,
cheeseburger, potato salad, carrots; Wednesd
ay - chuckwagon sandwich, chicken salad sandwich,
potato wedges, white
beans; Thursday - corn dog, gril:ed chicken
salad, vegetarian
beans, potato salad; Friday - stuffed crust
pizza, submarine
sandwich, pasta salad, mixed vegetables.
High - Breakfast - (toast and cereal,
milk and juice served
daily) - Monday - bagel with cream cheese;
Tuesday - French
toast, Wednesday - pancake sausage on a stick;
Thursday bacon biscuit; Friday - baked Long John;
Lunch - Monday raviolo. chuckwagon sandwich, chef salad,
corn muffin, turnip
greens; Tuesday - taco salad, hamburger,
grilled chicken salad,
buttered potatoes, green peas, Wednesd
ay - macaroni and
cheese, ham and cheese sub, chef salad, green
beans, carrots; Thursday - stuffed crust pizza, corn dog,
potato soup,
carrots, flame roasted potatoes; Friday
- chicken tenders.
cheeseburger, chef salad. French fries, corn.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
'the Sigma Department of the
Murray Womati's Club hosted a
Pampered Chef fundraiser to raise
money for the Murray City Park.
Published is a picture of Sandy
Bell, Jennifer Res-el and Sarah
Cunningham. Pampered Chef representatives. and Amy McDowell, hostess for the meeting. The
park has been an ongoing project for the department.
Southwest Students of the
Month are Erin Jones, Kayla
Grady, Morgan Smotherman.
Adam Eckels, Cassie Hendon and
Elyse Canter.
East Elementary Students of
the Month are Leanne Luther.
Kystal Cowen, Tiffany Eldridge.
Carrie Thomas, Austin Dodd and
Carrie Duffy.
Twenty years ago
The Hazel Woman's Club has
Adopt-a-Highway Project as one
of its community improvements
for this club year Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth is chairperson for
the project. The two miles adopted by the club are from the Tennessee State Line on Highway
641 to the Green Plain Church
Road.
Misty Ernstherg.er. a student
at Calloway County High School,
has been chosen to attend the
Hugh O'Brien You"- Foundation
Seminar in Louissme. She is the
daughter of Cathy and Steve Ernstberger of Murray.
Thirty years ago
Red Cross hospital solunteers
who have served two or more
years received pins at the animal awards banquet. They are Mavis
Jones, Hazel Beak, [laid l Tarry.
Freda Butterworth. Irma LaEollette. Kathryn Glover, Frances
Erwin. Della Taylor. Elizabeth
Marshall. Lucille Thurman. Art
Lynch. Betiy Dixon. Marge Kipp.
Louise Swann, Leone Travis.
Corinne Henry and Anne Wood.
Gold Medal flour, fise-pound
bag. is listed as selling for 79
cents in the ad for Storey's Food
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Giant.
Murray High Tigers lost to
Fulton City 59-57 in a basketball game
Forty years ago
Mary Jarrett, Claire Eversmeyer. Jayne Scott and Lyn Dunn
of the Calloway County 441 Teen
Club left today to attend the
Govenor's Conference on "Drug
Abuse' at Louisville.
Ps t. Donnie Boyd recently
completed eight weeks of basic
training at the United States Army
Training Center-Infantry. Ford
Ord, Calif.
"Gone With the Wind" and
"Easy Rider" are showing at the
Cinecom Theaters
Fifty years ago
Recently
reported
births
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Boggess; a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Brooks Gibson; a girl to
Mr. and Mis. Wallace Joiner. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Davis;
a boy to Mi. and Mrs. Ronald
Crouse; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Elvis Inman.
Homer Pogue. a Rotarian, presented the program at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
The Murray State College Racers beat Abilene Christian in their
first basketball game of the season.
Sixty years ago
A.H. Webb was elected by
the Murray City Council as chief
of police for the city beginning
Jan. I. He will replace Chief of
Police Ira Fox who has been ill
for some time. Other members
of the police fince reelected were
011is
E.
Warren.
Novel
McReynolds, M.O. Page. Charlie S. Matt. Rob Lamb and james
NI Brown
The Res. Buron Richardson
is sets mg as pastor of the Locust
Grose Baptist Church.
Von, How urd of Murray is a
pledge of the Murray State College chapter of Phi Mu Alpha.

DEAR %RBI': My boyfitend ,
father is very odd socially. If there
is a line, he will unknowingly
0. IL lie has no sense (It what
1.10,
Is appropriate when it comes to
personal spaie. and his only friends
are teenagers. His wife and two
grown children are constantly upset
‘k if In huarre behavior, but dare
not bring it
up with him
for fear of
hurting
his
feelings.
As
a
health
care
worker, I sus
peel he ha,
A 1 peigei's
syndrome, tor
which hehac lora!
treat ment is availBy Abigail
able. Must I
Van Buren
"lust ignore"
this mad, odd conduct a'. well?
Or should I speak with my
boy friend about my suspicions in
ordei to get his father help? -NEW D(K"l'OR IN NEW ENGLAND
DEAR NEW DOCTOR: Of
course you should discuss this
with your hoy friend To do so
would he a kindnes, Whether his
father is open to therapy is not
assured -- hut a he's intelligent,
he must he aware that he doesn't lit in with his contemporaries,
and he may accept help if it is
offered.

Dear Abby

DU.‘R ABM': As we head
tow aid
t,IIIIaS, would
you
retniod polite to please treat others as they. themselves, would
want to he (wawa.'
I work in tetail, and it's amazing how many customers are rude.
Thes don't acknowledge us. they'll
talk on their cell phone throughout oansactions and 11,:conw angry
at usif something beyond our
control goes wrong. If we were
to treat them this way, they would
surely file a complaint against us

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Friday. Des t. the
.7th day of 2010. There arc 2%
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Dec_ .A. 1984. thousands of
people died after a cloud of methyl
isocyanate gas esy aped from a
pesticide plant operated by a (In it
,Carbide subsidiary in Bhopal. India
On this date:
In 1818, Illinois was admitted
as the 21st state
In 1828. Andiew Jacks,in was
elected president of the United

In 1967, surgeons in Cape Town,
South Africa led by Dr. Christiaan Barnard performed the first
human heart transplant on Louis
Washkansky. who lived 18 days
with the new heart The 20th Century Limited, the tamed luxury
train, completed its final run from
New York to Chicago.
In 1979. II people were killed
in a crush of fans at Cincinnati's
Riserfront Coliseum, where the
British rock group The Who was
performing.

BLQNDUECD
I ..1t,S"" REALIZED I'VE
AL2EADI READ -k4I5 BOOK.
I ORDERE0

Abby. can you remind folks
to remember what the reason for
the season is, and to act toward
others with kindness, patience and
respect -- no matter what? -MINDFUL IN FAIRBANKS
DEAR MINDFUL: There is
something about Christmas that can
turn the most angelic indisiduals
into gremlins. And that "something" is the pressure to buy, buy,
buy -- accumulating debt that can't
be repaid for months or even
longer Add to that, no place to
park and long line, in understaffed malls, and the "joy" of
the season can
into frustration.
But readers, please hang onto
your tempers even if those around
you are losing theirs. The folks
behind the counters are people,
too, and they feel as pressured if
not more so -- than you.
SINN

DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I have been married 40 years.
Five years ago, he told me she
didn't want me in our bedroom
and that she is "off limits." She
said she is not inturested in me
"that way" anymore.
Other than that, we have a
great marriage and we're best
friends, but I can't go on like
this. I have suggested counseling,
but she refuses to go. What do
you think I should do? -- MISSING THE KISSING
DEAR MISSING: I think you
should talk to a counselor without her. You have some important decisions io make about how
you will spend the rest of your
life, and it's a shame your wife
does not want to be a part of
the discussion and, possibly, reach
a compromise. But unless both
of you are happy being roommates ihe current situation is unfair
ii'\ t.ii

Dear Alai> is written hy Abigail
an Buren. aka Jeanne
Phillips. and was founded by
her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Can toothpaste cause
Burning Mouth Syndrome?
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
suffered with Burning Mouth Syndrome (BMS) since 2001. I have
worked with my doctor and have
had every test the Mayo Clinic
recommended, to no avail. Recently, my sister called and told me
of an article she read where the
patient
had
,uffered for
20 years with
(he condition
and found the
ause
in
toothpaste.
Could you
please send
tieLny inforination you
have on BMS,
including this
article with
By
the name of
Dr Peter Gott the
toothpaste?
DEAR READER: Burning
Mouth Syndrome causes searing
pain that can spread throughout
the entire mouth -- from the lips,
gums and tongue to the insides
of the cheeks. It can cause a loss
of taste, increased thirst, dry mouth.
tingling and more. The pattern
may be constant, or it might come
and go. When the specific cause
cannot be diagnosed, it is believed
linked to problenis with the sensory nerves of the peripheral or
central nervous system. There may
be a nutntional deficiency or an
underlying medical condition.
The condition may be related
to medications, primarily those
taken for hypertension. It may be
caused by hypothyroidism (an
underactive thyroid), diabetes,
nutritional deficiencies, exposure
to contaminants or allergies to
food additives. As I am sure you
can attest, it can be extremely
frustrating when the specific cause
cannot be identified. When a diagnosis is found, it is often accomplished through a process of elimination, ruling out other possible
causes That is to say, blood lest,

rye;

Dr. Gott

might he normal, you may not
be allergic to food additives, you
may not have an oral fungal, bacterial or viral infection, and so
forth. As you can appreciate. this
makes treatment difficult. People
who suffer from HMS should
begin by seeing their primarycare physician, who may refer them
to a dentist, otolaryngologist om
other specialist. Possible causes
include oral-thrush medication.
lozenges, oral rinses or mouthwash
es, a trial with the B vitamins or
cognitive behavioral intersenuon.
On the home front, you should
avoid eating spicy foods, or those
that contain cinnamon or mint.
Refrain from tobacco products,
reduce you- stress level. and -perhaps my most important suggestion -- use toothpaste and soaps
that are free of sodium laurel sulfate (SLS). This ingredient is used
extensively and can cause adverse
reactions in some people. Stress
can be a factor. Consider practicing yoga, tai chi or another form
of relaxation exercise.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your article in March 2010 about retinal
detachment saved my sight. I had
the symptoms described in the
article and have had two reattachment surgeries. I also will
have cataract surgeries on both eyes
and cannot thank you enough.
DEAR READER: I fuse
always felt that if I can help lust
one person through what could
he a difficult situation, then I
have accomplished something
good. I am glad that you had the
foresight to associate your symptoms with a problem that required
the services of a doctor. There
isn't much of a second chance
when it comes to our eyes. It's
not like losing baby teeth and
having new ones appear Eyes are
precious and should he protected
and cared for in the same way
as the rest of the body
Thank you for taking ihe time
to write. Good luck with your
ujx:omine c.iritact repair

Horoscope
States by the Electoral College.
In 1833. Oberlin College in
()Int> - the first truly coeducational school of higher learning
in the United States — began
holding classes.
In 1910. Mary Baker Eddy, the
founder of Christian Science, died
in Chestnut Hill. Mass, at age 89
In 1960, the Lerner and Loewe
musical "Camelot." stanmg
Andrews as Guenevere. Richard
Burton as King Arthur and Robert
Goulet as Lancelot. pc tied i iii
Broadway.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Father's oddball behavior
cries out for treatment

Murray Ledger & Times

I DON'— WAN"'
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AGAIN BoUr
I REAL,- 1

Wi4i DOW" YOU
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ErCHANGE rr FOR
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A OIFFERENT

WAS''ING
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, Dec, 4, 2010:
This year, your birthday falls on
a New Moon. making new resolutions and beginnings unusually fortunate. This lunar gift adds
to your personal charisma and
energy, making 2011 a year not
easily forgotten. If you are single, you easily could be enticed
to change that status. If you are
attached, the two of you will
enjoy more quality time together. A fellow SAGITTARIUS is
very different but has similar
problems.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
**** Head to the gym, or get
a few errands done this morning
Once you go out or clear out
work, you will want to leave all
that behind. Catch up with
friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** What might have
seemed like a perfect lazy day
has you jumping through hoops
by the afternoon. You might not
believe how much you need to
accomplish. You can always give
yourself permission o say "no"
and continue as you would like.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** How you start your day
might be very different from what
The Stars Show the Kind of
occurs Your plans coulo transDay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: form. Never fear
-- the going
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so. gets better. Allow the kid in you
I Difficult
to reveal him- or herself one
more time.
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Nothtng is forever. **** Reach out for a neighbor
Scheduling one-on-one time or sibling this morning. Staying
might be a necessity, especially close to home could be more
if traveling or visiting with others
satisfying than running around.
A partner or friend feels left out Invite a fnend or two over Many
and perhaps confused by the of you will get into a prorect.
whirlwind around you
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Know the balance in
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Determining your plans your checkbook as well as your
could take some time, as you financial landscape. Spontaneity
speak to different friends and takes over. You don't want to
family members. Opt to make leave anything up to mystery
very special time for a dear and have a problem later. Join a
friend. On a one-on-one level, friend at a favorite spot or go off
you relate with depth and clarity
to a movie or a game.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Use the morning hours.
when you have the most energy
and vim and vigor Later, you will
want to relax or perhaps even be
a tad lazy. Make it OK to not plan
anything and just hang out wherever you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Though you are slow to
start, you hit the finish line. This
morning, you might want to veg,
but by the afternoon, you are
your sunny self A decision or a
new resolution you make will
stick with the New Moon in your
sign
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Use the morning to visit
with a fnend or do something
importa it. Unexpected news
tosses you into a new frame of
mind Vanish this afternoon
Remember, you don't need to
share everything
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Check in with an older
relative or friend you care about
Making plans with this person
could prove to be quite tun Don I
minimize the importance of
another friend
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Take off this morning, if
you are planning a mini-trip, take
off ASAP. It you hang at home
too long or where people know
to find you, you could be doing
someone a favor 0 fiiliog in at
work.
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UK Beer Barrel

Out & About
... Kentucky
*le
By Gary P.
West
Syndicated
Columnist

It was 47
years
ago
this
past
November
23,
1963,
the day after
President
John
F.
Kennedy
had
been
assassinated
in
Dallas.
The nation
mourned.
and virtually
any events
of much significance

were cancelled.
However, after some discussion, the Universities of
Kentucky and Tennessee decided to go ahead with their scheduled football game that Saturday
in Lexington.
With this said, it brings me to
a confession for something that
virtually flew under the radar
screen and has been left out of
the recorded colorful history
between these two schools.
But first a little background.
Since 1925, the two universities stimulated their football
rivalry with a rotating trophy - an old beer barrel. Rival students, and some of their
shenanigans over the years,
added to the color of the series.
Following a UK win in 1953,
disgruntled UT students rolled
into Lexington and "kegnapped"
the barrel, holding it until they
were persuaded to return it
because of reprisal against their
coon dog mascot, Smokey. In
1955, UK students went to
Knoxville and did indeed "dognap" ole Smokey. UT students
quickly retaliated and painted up
the Kentucky campus in a sur-

Sigma Chi fraternity member,
front Ashland, made his way
down to the rail near the barrel,
and on a sudden impulse,
reached over and grabbed the
40-pound barrel, hoisting it over
into the student section much to
the delight of the screaming
crowd.
With Fields and the beer barrel
heading up the steps to reach a
stadium exit, UT cheerleaders
w,n-e now in hot pursuit.
"I hadn't planned on doing it,"
Fields says. "I jest grabbed it.
Another student stmuling there
had a blanket and threw it over
the barrel and we ran out of
there.Fields recalled that as he ran
onto the Avenue of Champions,
now crowded with fans emptying out of the stadium, the
throng miraculously seemed to
open up for him to run through,
and then closed when he passed.
"When those people closed in,
Photo submated
it
blocked the UT cheerleaders
Jerry Childress, Jim Brumfield, Gary West, Ken Robinson and
who
were still chasing me,- he
Larry Perry show off the spoils of their legendary heist.
recalled.
prise raid before carting away playoff for an NCAA berth,
Fields, smglehandedly, carried
Colonel, UK's stuffed wildcat Vanderbilt
students "keg- the barrel to the Sigma Chi
mascot. A trade was negotiated napped" the barrel. UK won the House on Woodland Avenue,
at the '55 game. It was quiet for game anyway.
cutting in behind the Chi Omega
a couple of years, until in 1958
In 1962 the Kentucky football and Alpha Delta Pi sorority
UT students slipped onto the team hammered out a rare 12-10 houses on Rose Street dodging
Kentucky campus and caught win in Knoxville, so we had the people and cars. Ile couldn't
UK with their guard down and Beer Barrel in our possession stop now even though he wanted
stole the stuffed mascot again. for that game on November 23, to. Those t IT cheerleaders were
They promised to return it at 1963, at Stoll Field. It had been still somewhere behind him, and
halftime when the two schools placed behind UK (cant's bench, as far as he was concerned, the
met on the hardwood. The mas- just beyond the rail that separat- football loss was the only loss
cot was a no show, but was ed the student section from the UK was going to suffer that day
returned several months later.
field.
in Lexington.
In
a
bazaar
situation
As the final seconds ticked
"I have never been so exhaustVanderbilt students got into the down, and UT with a for-sure ed in my life when I got to the
act in 1960. In a surprise 19-0 win, it looked like the Beer Sigma Chi House."
Fields
attempt to gain support of Barrel would be headed back to laughed. "My arms and legs
Tennessee fans for the Vandy Knoxville.
were on fire I just collapsed."
basketball team, which was
But not so fast my friend.
Fields was a good athlete, havplaying UK in Knoxville in a
Charlie Fields, a sophomore ing been on the winning bicycle

team in the Little Kentucky
Derby as well as winning an
annual •Furkey Trot run on campus. Ili, run that day, carrying
the beer barrel, is probably the
most underappreciated and
under publicized accomplishment in the history of the
t thiversity of Kentucky. To this
day it is one of the most eatraor
dinary feats I have ever witnessed.
The UT cheerleaders area/ed
minutes later al tei Fields
reached the frat house. They,
too, were Tern, though their
load was substantially lighter. A
couple of pompoms didn't quite
compare with the weight of the
beer barrel.
Fields' knowledge of the lay
of the land had given him
enough time to race through the
side door of the Sigma Chi
House to quickly hide the treasured beer barrel in a first-floor
janitor's closet. He was then
able to catch his breath enough
to plead total innocence when
confronted by the small group of
people wearing orange and
white outfits, demanding the
return of what was rightfully
theirs.
They left Lexington that day
with only a win on the football
field. As fat as many of us at the
Sig House were concerned we
had evened the score at one
apiece.
The next morning, Sunday, a
group of us, Jerry Childress.
from Princeton, Ken Robinson
from Louisville. Larry Perry,
Jim Brumfield and 1, all from Etown hustled the barrel out of
the closet, under wraps, to a
waiting car hacked up to the side
door that Fields had carried it
through. It took two of us to
manipulate it through a couple

of doors and oat) the trunk of the
car.
We' sped out of town, making
sure no nosey school adman,
trators, and especially tIT cheer
leaders would find out hidden
treasure
The barrel stayed safely
so. tired ui E-town for a time,
long enough for us to Nei& it
art itmiuil tot I['Mids. 10 Ncc arid ,1

and dale
My mother even thouela
should make a chair out of the
hat tel Bat tel chairs welc sonic
what popular hack then. nit her
suggestion was enough to make
us all realize we should probably get it hack to Lexington
soonee rather than later.
And then with the blessing of
both
athletic departments, arrangements were made
to "officially- present the beer
barrel to its rightful owner at the
January Pith basketball game
between the tw()si hoof s iii
Memorial Coliseum
ThOSC were /Any tmules back iii
1961 College kids were doing
silly thing., all in the 11,1111C of
fun.
No longer does the University
of Kentucky and University of
Tennessee play a football game
for the right to possess the blue.
white and orange beer keg. hat
ended in 1997. Such a symbol is,
no longer socially or pohneaily
accepted. Too had, because on a
day in November 196 1„Ittei
one of the darkest moments ;II
our nation's histotv, a was the
barrel that pro.. ated the only
lighthearted event of the weekend.
Wonder where that barrel is
today') Remembd, lust because
a team wins the game. doesn't
necessarily mean it has the barrel.
photo up ficle

Ear relief: Congress acts
to stifle loud television ads

(

By ABI ABRAMS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Here's a message TV viewers
may not want to mute: The
days of getting blasted out of
the easy chair by blaring TV
commercials may soon be over.
The House on Thursday gave
final congressional approval to
a bill that would prevent advertisers from abruptly raising the
volume to catch the attention of
viewers wandering off when
regular programming is interrupted.
The bill's House sponsor,
Rep. Anna Eshoo, D-Calif.,
said it was her own "earsplitting experiences" that got her
involved, recalling how the ads
"blew us out of the house"
when she watched television,
already set at a high volume,
with her parents.
But she said her office also
has gotten many messages of
support and that at home people come up to her in restaurants and supermarkets to ask
how the bill is doing.
"TV programs use a variety
of sound levels to build dramatic effect. But advertisements
have been neither subtle nor
nuanced," Eshoo said after the
House passed the bill on a
voice vote. When the law goes
into effect, she said, "consumers will no longer have to
experience being blasted at."
Under the legislation, now
heading to President Barack
Obama for his signature, the
Federal
Communications
Commission would be required
within one year to adopt industry standards that coordinate ad
decibel levels to those of the
regular program. The new regulations, applying to all broadcast providers, including cable
and satellite, would go into
effect a year after that.
"Every American has likely
experienced the frustration of
abrasively loud television commercials,- the Senate sponsor
of the bill, Sen. Sheldon
Whitehouse, 1)-R.1., said when
the Senate approved it in
September. "While this may be
an effective way for ads to grab

attention, it also adds unneces- volume differences or advises
sary stress to the daily lives of people that one solution is still
many Americans."
to make aggressive use of the
"It's not like the consumer has mute button on the remote.
any choices," said Mark Cooper,
The legislation would force
director of research at the the industry to abide by its own
Consumer
Federation
of recommendations for audio
America. "It's a case where it's standards as devised a year ago
very difficult for consumers to by the Advanced Television
express their sovereignty."
Systems Committee, an organiThe FCC has been receiving zation of broadcasters.
complaints from consumers
Dick O'Brien, director of govsince the 1960s about janing ernment relations at the
sound bursts when commercials American
Association
of
come on, but the commission Advertising Agencies, said his
currently does not regulate pro- group supports the bill because
gram or commercial volume. "we fully understand that adverInstead, it reminds viewers that tising works best when it
newer TVs come equipped with engages consumers, not aliencircuits designed to stabilize ates them.-

Bing Crosby's widow recovering after traffic crash
By MARTIN GRIFFITH
Associated Press
RENO, Nev. (AP) — Bing
Crosby's
widow, Kathryn
Crosby, is recovering after
being flown to a hospital with
major injuries following a deadly traffic crash last month in the
Sierra Nevada.
Kathryn Crosby, 77, was hurt
and her husband, Maurice
William Sullivan, 85, was killed
in the Nov. 4 single-vehicle
wreck on U.S. 50 east of
Placerville, Calif., California
Highway Patrol spokesman Dan
Stark said Thursday.
Kathryn Crosby, who has
homes
in
Genoa
and
Hillsborough. Calif., was flown
to Renown Regional Medical
Center in Reno.
Hospital spokesman Dan
Davis said Thursday the former
actress is not currently listed as
a patient.
"This can mean either this
patient is no longer here or they
have chosen to keep their protected health inforniation private and do not want it
released." he said.
Sullivan was westbound when
his vehicle left the roadway,
stnick a large boulder and rolled
many times, ejecting him. Start
said. The cause of the crash has
not been determined, and an
investigation continues.
"We may do some follow-up

with her (Kathryn Crosby) to
determine the events that led up
to the accident,- Stark said,
adding he had no details on her
injuries or update on her condition.
Robert Bader, vice president
of marketing and production for
Bing Crosby Entoprises, said
Thursday that Kathryn Crosby
was "doing well- at a hospital.
but he did not elaborate.
Kathryn Crosby's family did
not return phone calls seeking
comment.
She and the crooner, best
known for "White Christmasand the "road- movies he made
with Bob Hope, were married
for nearly 20 years heroic his
1977 death at age 74. She was
his second wife.
In recent years Kathryn
Crosby has staged a cabaret act
in which she sang Bing Crosby
hits, and has appeared in a
"Legendary Bing Crosby" documentary shown on PBS stations across the country.
Bing Crosby was one of the
most popular entertainers of the
20th century, a huge star on
stage. radio, movies and tdevt
sion. His recording of "White
Christmas- was for decades the
biggest-selling single of all
time.
Kathryn Crosby and Sullivan
married in 2000
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